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Abstract 
In the age of technological advancement and speed in the communications, the word 

"power" and "information" walk side by side. The organizations from various sectors 

such as productive, trade or services and their affiliated institutions have already 

realized that focusing only on their own interest is not very intelligent. It is not good 

enough in this competitive Internationalized Corporation. 

A companies' effort will be of no use if there is not a powerful nation with buying 

power to purchase its products and services in an efficient manner. Similarly, if that 

company is not able to comply with all the requirements or is not capable to 

implement the new technology, then its future can be in jeopardy. GS1(former 

EAN.UCC) organizations with the EPCglobal network are aimed at the quality 

enhancement, to the efficiency of supply chain and to the formation of professionals, 

such as Healthcare Centers and Automotive Industry with this newly born technology 

called EPC/RFID (Electronic Product Code/Radio Frequency Identification). 

At the moment, training of professional and related activities of EPC/RFID with the 

emphasis on the development of educational and training of this new Automatic 

Identification System is happening. By having the social purpose and activities related 

with the enhancement of Automatic Identification, automation, quality, 

modernization, and productivity of the economic sectors world wide, public owned 

companies, private companies, mixed companies, public and private bodies and 

organizations can quickly adopt. With the ethics, which is set to perform at its best 

will be dedicated to the community, environment and the quality of life. 

It is believed that by enlarging the implementation process, EPC/RFID will improve 

the quality of life. Depending on the quality work of GS1 Iran and its counter-part 

countries' professional teams will be needed to work side by side to improve the 

infrastructure of Automatic Identification Systems which will take the Iranian 

community one step closer to being a developed nation and it will certainly contribute 

to the development of the country.  
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1.1 Thesis Overview  

This thesis consists of eight chapters. A brief description of the chapters is 

provided below.  

1. Chapter One – Introduction – The title of this thesis is “Impact of Automatic 

Identification Technology in Healthcare Centers in Iran”. It includes a 

Description of Automatic Identification Technology, the Motivation behind it, 

and a brief description in each chapter. Even though this research may look 

like an ad in the thesis, but this meant to be an exploratory research to 

introduce the new found technologies and to introduce the functionalities of 

EPC/RFID to responsible parties in order to think about it and to take some 

possible steps within healthcare industry to prevent any misdoing and medical 

errors which causes the loss of life of many. 

2. Chapter Two – The Literature Review – what others have said and done with 

this newly found technology (Functions of EPC/RFID in Supply Chain and 

Healthcare Centers). Companies such as retailers and other industries who are 

using this technology as identification tools for tracking their products. The 

Healthcare industry world wide is realizing the importance of this technology 

for identifying, tracking, tracing assets, people and most importantly 

recognizing faked drugs. 

3. Chapter Three – Briefly describes the first two chapters, what has been said 

about EPC/RFID and what is expected of it in the times ahead. The Frame of 

reference. (Benefits for first movers who adopt EPC/RFID early from the 

beginning). Explanation of the first two chapters and stating the research 

questions within the thesis. 

4. Chapter Four – Research Methodology is defined, the implementation process 

in a laboratory at the TMU and its implication of full implementation of such 

project at present time will be discussed. Because of the implications and the 

high cost and unavailability of right equipment for implementation of this 

technology in Healthcare Centers, a decision was made to settle and 

demonstrate the importance of this technology in automotive industry such as 

in assembly line of the automobiles in a model.  
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5. Chapter Five - Facts, Figures and charts on EPC/RFID. This chapter illustrates 

a number of the charts, facts, tables, figures and the costs of this technology. 

6. Chapter Six - Brief description of some of the most popular software used in 

supply chain management and are already in the process of implementation. 

The Airbus sample is being used and the percentage of case studies done and 

the cost estimation of implementation of this technology in different industries 

are listed in this chapter.  

7. Chapter Seven –  Analysis of the whole thesis 

8. Chapter Eight – Conclusion and the future research 

And at last there will be Glossary and references. 

1.2 Objectives 

The main goal of this thesis is to provide a conceptual approach for the use of 

EPC/RFID in the development of strategies for the adoption of Automatic 

Identification in the Healthcare Industry in order to achieve successful process and 

business innovations. The same rationale could be applied to other similar industries 

especially with Automotive Industry as long as the basic ethical principles and logic 

are respected. The reader is provided with a comprehensive theoretical framework, 

real-cases of applications of Automatic Identification in process innovations, and a 

guide for the application of EPC/RFID in the Automatic Identification tools for 

adoption real-time business strategy development.  

The Business Cases are provided as one of the documents and all the reasons 

why responsible organization will have to make the public aware of the Automatic 

Identification tools such as EPC/RFID in the Healthcare and Automotive Industry 

within this nation. EPC/RFID was developed following the guidelines and examples 

provided by many private companies around the world and Auto-ID Center at MIT, 

with focus and analysis in cost-benefit gains of accepting this new state of the art 

technology. 

1.3 Research Questions 

  The main objective of this research focuses on two subject: 
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1. Why is there a need for manufacturers to track their product with RFID?   

And   what is the use of EPC/RFID in distribution chain management? 

2. How can hospitals, pharmaceuticals, and healthcare institutes use 

EPC/RFID technology? 

1.4 Variables 

The variables of this research on EPC/RFID include the followings: 

1. Independent variables include Healthcare Centers such as Hospitals, Clinics, 

Emergency Medical Service Facilities, Medical Laboratories, and 

Pharmaceutical Companies, Automotive Industries assembly lines. Necessary 

instruments used to implement this technology such as Readers, Wi-Fi 

wireless technological instruments, Antennas, Computers, the Robots, and 

Tags that include Badges, Wristband, and Identification Cards.      

2. Dependant variables include people and any movable objects through out the 

Healthcare Facilities and Automotive Assembly lines.  

1.5 Key Words 

Automatic Identification, Supply Chain, World Economy, Healthcare Centers, 

Bar Codes, Automotive Industries, EPC (Electronic Product Code), RFID (Radio 

Frequency Identification), Tags (Transponders), Readers, Tracing, Tracking, 

Hospitals, Pharmaceuticals, Counterfeiting, Anti-counterfeiting. 

1.6 Electronic Product Code and RFID 

EPC/RFID (Electronic Product Code / Radio Frequency Identification) are 

here to change the way we live. With the present rate of development in technological 

equipment, tools, and consumable products in all sectors of the world markets, the 

need to automatically identify, track and trace consumable, assets and people has 

become a prime importance for many organizations. It all started with the birth of Bar 

Codes nearly thirty years ago. But, Bar Code processes are very slow for a fast 

growing world population. Reading Bar Codes takes time and manpower; this does 

not mean that Bar Codes are going away anytime soon. Bar Codes will be used as a 

complementary tool next to EPC/RFID; it will actually be used as a back up tool in 
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case if EPC/RFID fails.  To overcome the unnecessary expenditure and operations, 

companies and highly sensitive organizations such as government and healthcare 

facilities must use the new technology in Iran (RFID), which has been used for some 

specific applications since 1940's. For instance during World War II British Air Force 

found out that it was necessary to identify the enemy war-planes from friendly war-

planes. Its usage had become more popular in farms for tracking animals afterward 

and in toll highways throughout European countries and other parts of the world. Now 

days, it is used in every sectors of the economy in all developed countries. 

The applications includes numerous areas such as: in quality control 

engineering of a manufactured product, from the time it comes off the assembly line 

to the time when it reaches to the hands of consumers; in supply chain, it will help 

with inventory, it reduces the loss of product, reduces labor cost; in pharmaceutical 

industry it will eliminate counterfeiting drugs; in hospitals, it will help to locate staff, 

assets, patients. Physicians can even monitor conditions of their patients by hand held 

devices, and patients will receive the right drugs, at the right dosage and at the right 

time; and the list goes on.   

1.7 Motivation 

Many popular Automatic Identification techniques like Bar Codes and GPS 

(Global Positioning Systems) have been active in the world markets for several years 

now. Both these technologies depend on the time taken by scanning lines. 

One important requirement for these and other Identification tools is that the 

targets need to be within the receivers’ line of sight, like Bar Codes. This factor 

causes the use of such systems, EPC/RFID, in populated areas where such a line of 

sight may not be easily available. This limitation reduces the feasibility of successful 

deployment in a ubiquitous computing environment where mobile devices may be 

wearable or implanted and cannot remain within the receivers' line of sight. 

EPC/RFID readings from a Radio Frequency (RF) device are available from the 

device without the need for a line of sight. RF waves are capable of penetrating many 

physical boundaries and structures, those that do not affect the EPC/RFID reading, in 

a somewhat predictable fashion. This predictability makes it possible to map 
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EPC/RFID readings from a fixed access point to a region, and this makes the 

Automatic Identification using wireless Internet possible.  

While this thesis focuses on supply chain and supply chain management, it 

maintains enough generality to apply the results to any indoor environment, such as 

hospitals, pharmaceuticals, automotive industries, and government agencies. The 

promotion of radio wave signals is gaining potential power to become part of business 

strategy through out the industrial world markets. It is applicable in an indoor 

environment causing more interest, and can subsequently lean to profit by saving 

time, prevention of theft, prevention of counterfeiting, among many other usages. 

Under these circumstances, Automatic Identification system within the indoor areas 

such as Automotive Industry, hospitals, and in general in Healthcare facilities, and 

Governmental Agencies would have to overcome the high uncertainty and do so 

without using expensive equipment.  

1.8 Importance of Executing this Project 

The main objective of this research is to familiarize the Iranian community 

with this new and almost perfect Automatic Identification technology, EPC/RFID, 

and its special functionalities in the Healthcare Centers and Automotive Industry. 

One of the main functions of EPC/RFID within the supply chain is to keep 

track of the product from the time it comes off the assembly to the time when it 

reaches to the hands of consumers. The products go through too many different stages 

before it arrives at its final destination. The use of this newly introduced technology 

will contribute many advantages comparing to any other tracking tools available in 

the market such as Bar Codes. In supply chain it (EPC/RFID) has proven itself, 

through many pilot tests which have been performed in the markets, with feedback 

from retailers and manufacturers. The use of EPC/RFID system will cause the 

prevention of shrinkage (theft), availability of product on time, prevention of 

counterfeit items, saves time on inventory, less human intervention, better quality 

control, and countless other advantages. 

One of the best usages of this technology is within Healthcare Industry and in 

Automotive Industry. This thesis will clearly indicate how well EPC/RFID system is 
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working in Healthcare Centers and Automotive Industry through out the world, how it 

can help to reduce the number of medical errors that occur in hospitals, how it will 

stop drug counterfeiters from producing fake drugs which is the primary concern of 

all governments in world and in Automotive Industry it will help manufacturers to 

build much more efficient and safer vehicles. 

1.9 Application Domain 

One of the main factors that make this technology so unique is its enormous 

coverage areas and abilities. The physical aspect of data transferring through different 

method of Automatic Identification tools such as Bar Codes, Automatic Data Capture 

(ADC) systems and recently EPC/RFID which will provide a whole range of other 

features we can rarely see. Features like conducting inventory at retail stores in a few 

hours instead of few days, prevention of theft through out the supply chain, keeping 

track of personals and patients within Healthcare Centers, prevention of counterfeit 

drugs from entering in the Healthcare Centers and in the markets, prevention of 

medical errors which is known to be the main reason that causes the loss in human life 

more than any other common diseases known all around the world. It will make it 

possible to monitor the movements of assets and their whereabouts in Healthcare 

Centers, and in Automotive Industry or the other organizations that are equipped with 

EPC/RFID systems. EPC/RFID plays an important role in finding Doctors and other 

key personals within the vicinity of hospitals in case of an emergency. One of the 

other potential and a real application includes having to monitor the patient condition 

through a device called PDA (A hand held wireless computer) from anywhere in the 

hospital.   

1.10 Working Model of RFID in Automotive Industry 

Automotive industry is one of the most important organizations which need to 

use such sensitive technology in order to keep track of each part they assemble. 

Keeping the right record for each car is the primary concern of automobile 

manufacturers. This model will show the accuracy of recording information of 

producing a complete vehicle on a RFID tag. This tag will either stay with the car for 

the remaining of its life or can be used again, over and over again. 
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The working model in Chapter 4 clearly explains how the automotive industry    

may use this technology for production of safer cars for consumers in Iran.  
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Introduction 

EPC/RFID (Electronic Product Code/Radio Frequency Identification) is the 

latest state of the art technology. The different functionalities of this technology plus 

their applications in supply chain and other industries have been defined in this 

chapter. It is known that there are many applications with a focus on supply chain the 

product and its after sales services. Its usage in supply chain is of prime value and 

importance. Today most of the large retailers and suppliers such as Wal-Mart, Target, 

Albertson, Department of Defense (in USA), Metro groups in Germany, Tesco, 

Gillette Co., Johnson & Johnson and Automotive industries, just to name a few (all of 

these companies are located abroad); companies who are already using EPC/RFID in 

their supply chain applications are discovering more uses of the new technology in 

and off the market-place. RFID with EPC based technology is a business strategy and 

not an IT strategy. It involves all parties such as transformation of business process, 

collaboration with customers, retailers, market positioning for sales force, other 

parties in supply chain, and service providers. RFID technology is complicated and 

costly. I believe that its usage in the world market in the near future as the only 

identification tool is inevitable. RFID based on EPC technology will be a 

transformation agent to track, trace products throughout supply chain.  It will be used 

in other areas of the supply chain as well such as manufacturing, packaging, logistic, 

and retailing.  

RFID based EPC will eliminate the third party involvement, hence improving 

the privacy factor; thus favoring the peer-to-peer (P2P) data exchange e-marketplace. 

(Jellassi, T. & Enders, R., 2005) 

2.1 RFID in Supply chain: Why is there a need to use RFID in 
Supply chain? 

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is here and it will stay around for some 

time to come, before something better can take over. Just like Bar Codes which served 

and worked in all industries perfectly for a good many years and it will continue to do 

so for a long time well into the future. 
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If you wish to know what is best for you and your organization, then you 

should start learning as much as possible about RFID; because, it is one of the hottest 

and  most advanced and futuristic technologies in recent years. There are not very 

many magazine articles, television shows, analyst papers and the like that are not 

constantly advertising about the potential benefits and uses of RFID in different 

sectors of economy. The stakes for RFID implementations are high, both for 

expenditures and benefits in the long run. 

 Making preparations with a good understanding of this technology, its 

concepts, and its important considerations can assure an error free decisions making 

process, thus maximizing company's work experience and profit. 

2.2 RFID in supply chains and consumers' benefits 

The consumers benefit the most from RFID applications within the supply 

chain. Some concepts of what this technology has made available through the supply 

chain activities is listed below.  

a) Effective recall of faulty and damaged or dangerous products 

b) On-shelf availability, the most wanted and needed products will be available 

more often, any time as it is needed by consumers 

c) Reduced prices as a result of savings made when using RFID in the supply 

chain (even though it may have inverse effect on prices in this country) 

d) Interactive in-store consumer applications, taking a product off the shelf can 

automatically give additional information about some other complementary 

products and services available in store  

e) Forget the long line at the check out because RFID makes it possible for full 

baskets of products to be priced at once. 

f) Home applications linking devices to products will be possible so that your 

refrigerator could automatically keep real time inventory of its contents and 

sound the warnings when a product is running low. (Bear Stearns Co., 2003) 
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2.2.1 EPC/RFID Standards used within supply chain 

Major RFID standards initiatives used for logistics and item-level tracking and 

their specific frequencies in supply chain are listed within the chart below. Major 

retailers are using, based on RFID supplier tagging requirements, the proposed 

Electronic Product Code (EPC) specifications that were developed at the MIT Auto-

ID Center. (Intermec Co., 2004) 

Table 2-1 - Supply Chain Related RFID Standards Activity 
Specification Description  Sponsor Frequency Status 

 
ePC UHF Class 
0 

64 bit factory 
programmed  

EPC 
Global 

900 MHz Draft 
specification 

ePc  UHF Class 
1 ver. 1 

96/128 bit One 
Time 
Programmable(O
TP) 

EPC 
Global 

860-930 MHz Draft 
specification 

ePC UHF 
Generation 2 

96/128 bit OTP EPC 
Global 

860-960 MHz Draft 
specification 

ePC HF   Class 
1 

96/128 bit OTP EPC 
Global 

13.56 MHz Draft 
specification 

ANSI MH 
10.8.4 

Returnable 
transport item– 
RTI (e.g. RPC) 

ANSI 922-928 MHZ Approved – 
Published 

AIAG B-11 Tire & Wheel ID AIAG 862-928 
MHZ; 2.45 
GHZ 

Approved – 
Published 

ANS INCITS 
256 

Item Management INCITS 12.56 MHZ; 
902-928 MHz 
433 MHZ 

Approved-
First Revision 
Published 

ISO 18185 Cargo Seals ISO 433 MHZ; 
860-930 MHZ

Committee 
Draft – in 
Review 

ISO/IEC 18000 
Part 2 

Item Management ISO/IEC <135 KHZ Final Draft 
International 
Standard(FDIS
)ballot 

ISO/IEC 18000 
Part 3 

Item Management ISO/IEC 13.56 MHZ FDIS Ballot 

ISO/IEC 18000 
Part 4 

 Item 
Management 

ISO/IEC 2.45 GHZ FDIS Ballot 

ISO/IEC 18000 
Part 6 

Item Management ISO/IEC 860-960 MHZ Final 
Committee 
Draft (FCD)  

(Intermec Co., 2004) 
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2.3 A Profit Making Tool for Manufacturers 

Many Manufacturers, retailers, logistics providers and government agencies 

all over the world are making use of RFID technology as it has never been known 

before to track, trace, secure and manage items from the time they are raw materials 

through the entire life of the product. Manufacturers can especially benefit from RFID 

because the technology can make internal processes more efficient and improve 

supply chain responsiveness.  

Many drivers and passengers have experienced RFID in action at automatic 

toll collection stations used at bridges, highways, tunnels and turnpikes and with the 

public transportation. In business, RFID will be commonly used to identify pallets, 

containers, vehicles, tools and other assets, monitor inventory, and route materials 

through production processes and in many other applications. 

RFID provides immediate and real benefits in the supply chain. Organizations 

that take the time in understanding the technology’s capabilities and its limitations 

will increase their inventory visibility while eliminating unnecessary operations. 

2.3.1 Wal-Marts' Application 

On the last day of April 2004 Wal-Mart the largest retail store begin using 

RFID tags carrying Electronic Product Code (EPC) at its distribution center at Dallas 

as a part of pilot conducted with eight of its suppliers. 

The eight suppliers which were involved in the RFID tests are Gillette, 

Hewlett-Packard, Johnson & Johnson, Kimberly, Kraft Food, Nestle Purina, PetCare 

Co., Proctor and Gamble and Unilever Co. 

Wal-Mart had asked its top 100 suppliers to deliver the pallets and cases with 

RFID tags attached to them starting Jan. 1, 2005. After that many of its other suppliers 

followed up, tagging their pallets and cases. The use of RFID technology will help 

Wal-Mart to speed the delivery of the shipments to its warehouses. It also helps Wal-

Mart to reduce the time of inventory and eliminate theft of its product and reduce 

labor cost. Therefore it is increasing its revenue by a large amount in billions of 

dollars. ( Roberti, M., 2004) 
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2.3.2 Gillette Co.   

A major supplier company had placed a 500 million tags order to Alien 

Technology, delivered to them by Jan. 2003, for its pallets and cases for tracking. 

Gillette said that it will continue using RFID tags through its supply chain. The 

purchased tags will operate on (UHF) 915 MHz write once and read-many times 

protocol passive tags. (Bear Stearns Co., 2003) 

2.4 Applications of RFID used in different sectors 

As it was mentioned RFID is not something new it was there since the creation 

of earth. It had picked up momentum during WWII, when the need for identifying the 

enemy warplane from friendly warplane had arisen. It was only recently that its usage 

for tracking individual items became a necessity for different industries and 

organizations. Today companies are using it for a variety of reasons to save time, 

money and lives. There are breakthroughs happening with this new technology for 

every occasion, everyday. Ordinary people and Private companies are finding 

different ways to implement RFID to suit them the way they want it to. Here are some 

examples: 

2.4.1 Theft prevention 

This technology tracks items which prevents theft of various items. 

Traditionally, it was used for high priced items. Recently it is being used on 

inexpensive items in supply chain and in other sectors of the industrial community. 

2.4.2 Military Applications 

The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) uses RFID and GPS technology to 

track major shipments of military supplies. RFID tags are attached to boxes, pallets, 

and containers to track their movement. The DoD began using an RFID system about 

eight years ago after some problems developed related to the shipment of supplies 

during the first Gulf War. In 1994, a $70 million contract was signed, followed by a 

$112 million contract three years later in 1997 to install its RFID hardware and 
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software for item-level tracking in containers to be shipped around the world. 

Recently, the DoD signed a three-year contract with a well known service provider in 

America to expand its existing RFID system.  

2.4.3 Delta Test Tags on Engines 

Delta airlines and Boeing are testing the use of RFID tags on airplane engine 

to find out if there will be any interference on the performance of the engine or the 

aircraft. Delta will install tags on one engine and test them on the ground in Delta's 

test facility. They are using UHF tags. Delta was working with a supplier to develop a 

UHF tag encased in ceramic because it can stand a temperature up to a 1000 degree 

Fahrenheit. They will use the same UHF tag for inventory tracking, because of the 

longer read range that UHF delivers. FedEx had conducted such test on its planes and 

it was successful and they are currently using them on different parts of aircraft.  

2.4.4 A Magical Pen with RFID Transponder 

In 1965, NASA had requested from Fisher Company (the maker of special 

occasion pen) to make a pen that would write in zero gravity environment. Fisher 

manufactured the pen and called it the Space Pen. Today, this Space Pen has been 

equipped with RFID Tag to enable it to communicate contactlessly with the proper 

readers. It can be used anywhere. It combines its electronic RFID key to tag 

technology with a special writing ability of Fisher-Space-Pen (writing upside down, 

under water, in a vacuum, under exceptional temperatures between -45ºC to +200ºC). 

Allwrite Co. and RFID net from Netherlands with Fisher Space-Pen of USA 

(specialist in Hi-tech ball pens) have developed a new pen using Sokymat RFID tags. 

The pen works perfectly; it allows personals to enter a conference or exhibition which 

requires restricted access or document attendance. It can also be used for conference 

attendees to get a free lunch and a drink and for secure access computers by plugging 

in the pen into a standard USB port at the conference. Once the pen is removed the 

computer will automatically log out. (Wiebe van der Meer,  2005) 
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2.5 Automotive Industry 

Implementation of the new technology RFID had first started within 

manufacturing companies such as Automotive Industry sometime during 1995. It is 

one of the major areas where this technology was applied and has a great impact in 

the automotive supply chain and assembly line where a task and its related items, its 

fabrication and installation, all the way to the hands of customer, will automatically be 

recorded. It is high competition within the world of automotive industry. The firm 

which adopts the RFID technology early is most likely to succeed, as we will see later 

on some of the rather famous companies in action with RFID system. Their major 

initiative in the industry includes just-in-time manufacturing, mass customization, 

non-error production, reduced cycle cost, and labor reduction. In order to accomplish 

these goals they primarily depend on the information technology (IT) to help them to 

manage their production processes. A number of companies are involved in 

automotive supply chain including suppliers, logistic service provider, and original 

equipment manufacturing (OEM), dealers and garages. (Bear Stearns Co., 2003) 

2.5.1 Applications and benefits of EPC/RFID in Automotive 
Industry 

The new technology brings many features to all industries in order to speed the 

process of assembly, inventory, and etc. Three main parts which play important roles 

in automotive supply chain includes: 

a)Parts tracking 

b)Capital asset management 

c)Vehicle related 

Parts tracking improve the supply chain activities such as inventory 

management, brand authentication, theft control, assembly, maintenance, recalls and 

recycling. Capital asset management improves the management of the resources 

within the company. These assets involve a variety of containers that are used in 

logistic as well as the tools used for production and maintenance. At last the vehicle 

with RFID technology can have applications such as car identification, access control 

and tire pressure monitoring. (Strassner, M. & Fleisch, E.,  2003) 
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2.5.2 Ford 

Ford started using RFID tags since 1995. It is using specifically Escort 

Memory Systems (EMS) which operates on 334 kHz. These tags are read/write 

protocol active tags. Ford had purchased something like 10000 to 12000 at a price of 

$150 each. They are using these tags from the start on the assembly line. The tag is 

attached to the carrier bin, as the engine moves through the assembly line every little 

bits of information will be recorded on the tag. This information includes the time of 

the assembly of parts at every stage; it will also perform the quality control checks to 

give it a history of assembly of the vehicle. This data is then transferred to the 

manufacturing plant's data base. (Bear Stearns Co., 2003) 

2.5.3 Toyota 

In 2001, Toyota begin using RFID technology in most of its manufacturing 

plants for tracking car frames as they move through the paint shop. They are using 

EMS passive read/write protocol tags. These tags contain 13.56 MHz Philips chips. 

Toyota had purchased around 20000 tags at $85 each. As cars need to be painted at its 

early stage, the tag should contain all information regarding the type of car, the body 

formation, and what kind of color should be used for a particular car. Then the car 

need to go into the oven so the paint job could be finalized. One reason why the tags 

were so expensive was because of this feature that the tags have to be designed to 

withstand the high temperature. After the car is completed the tag can be reused. 

Toyota plans to use this technology at its retail stores as well. In this case the 

primary tag, which was used to assemble the car with the paint job, will stay with the 

car for its entire life. The tag on the automobile will have the warranty information, 

and the customer information will also be stored on the tag, plus the original data 

which is already stored in the tag. (Bear Stearns Co., 2003) 

2.5.4 Harley Davidson 

Harley Davidson started using RFID technology in 1998, to track its custom 

made motorcycle as they move through production floor. It is using EMS passive read 

and write tags and readers, the tags operate at 13.56 MHz. An estimated number of 
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15000 Philips tags were purchased at $20 each. The RFID tags are attached to the 

carrier bin as the motorcycle frame moves on the conveyor belt through the various 

stages of assembly. Motorcycle frame remains on the same bin for its entire 

production process. 

The tag will identify the motorcycle with a serial number given to it before 

production. The custom designed motorcycle will only be identified by this serial 

number. Readers are mounted every where in the plant in order to track the production 

at every stage. Using RFID has increased Harley Davidson's efficiency in 

manufacturing plant. (Bear Stearns Co., 2003) 

2.5.5 RFID in toll Highways 

Denmark was one of the first European countries that started using the RFID 

system in its Highways starting 1987. Then, its use was spread all over to USA and 

Australia and to most other countries as well. A high performance Toll system 

collects toll, tracks and automatically assesses Toll violation, manages equipment 

maintenance and serves as an intelligent traffic management system. 

There are two types of RFID tags which can be used with the Toll system. 

There are passive tags operating without battery and there are active tags operating 

with the battery attached to them. The passive tags support low range frequency and 

are not suitable for high performance Toll system. Therefore, the uses of active tags 

are very common for use in Highways. Even though, both of these tags are being used 

in the world, depending on its use in different regions. Especial set of antennas are 

used on the side of the highways to perform this operations. 

Among the RFID tags with semiconductor technology, the tag type 

classification is used to differentiate tag features. The tags are identified as writeable 

memory, exterior display, or processor built into the tag. The following shows the 

most common used type of tags for this purpose: 

a)Type I : Read only 
b)Type II : Read/Write 
c) Type II+ : type II with an enhanced Read/Write and beeper or lights 
d)Type II++ : type II with serial connection 
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e)Type III : Read/Write + alphanumeric Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) 
f)Type IV : Read/write with an insert able smart card  

    (Bear Stearns Co., 2003) 

2.6 Vatican library goes with RFID  

One of the largest and ancient libraries in the world in Vatican City decides to 

use the state of the art technology in its library. The library holds about 1.6 million 

precious and priceless books; they are centuries old manuscripts and the oldest known 

complete Bible. Two million pieces of their forty million collections will be tagged in 

the near future. 

Before implementation of RFID systems, taking an inventory was a hassle for 

the employees as well for the entire community, because it used to take a whole 

month and during this time the library had to be closed down. Now, it takes only half 

a day to complete the whole inventory after implementation of RFID system. The use 

of this system will enable the staff to keep track of all their books and also know what 

conditions they are in. (Clothier, J., 2004) 

2.7 Bar Coding Background  

Bar Codes are one of the best automatic identification tools which have served 

the world for almost thirty years, and it will keep on doing so for many more years to 

come. The UCC System (Bar Codes Technology) started in the United States and it 

was established in 1973 by the Uniform Product Code, known as the Uniform Code 

Council Inc. (UCC). A year later, 12-digit identification number was accepted by 

UCC, as the first ID numbers and bar code symbols in the markets. Few years later, 

the European Article Numbering Association known as EAN International was 

established in 1977 to develop a compatible system for use in Europe and the rest of 

the world. The EAN System had taken over the UCC System and uses 13-digit 

numbers. The result of using a new system such this caused the usage of certain bar 

code symbols and data structures; the EAN.UCC (Now known as GS1) System has 

expanded. A unique numbering system such as GTIN Format, a 14-digit reference 

field in computer files that can store data structures to ensure a trade item 

identification number is unique worldwide. Bar coding is a standard method for 
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identifying the manufacturer and product, it was primarily used by groceries and 

supermarkets in the 1970s in USA and Canada, and spread to a broader use by other 

industries as well in the 1980s and 1990s in other parts of the world especially in 

Europe and East Asia. (EAN/UCC General Specification Ver. 4.0) 

Figure 2-1- Two common identification standards used ADC and EDI 
 

IDENTIFICATION STANDARDS 

AUTOMATIC DATA CAPTURE 
(ADC) 

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS 
(EDI) 

  
(EAN/UCC General Specification Ver. 4.0) 

It is known that RFID will attract more manufacturers and retailers in the near 

future. The concept of automatic data capture and electronic communication (ADC, 

and auto-ID) is already proven by Bar Codes. The UPC and others had made their 

way through retail and logistics more slowly because the very concept of an item 

identifying itself to a machine was new and unproven. Thirty years later, the Bar Code 

is still number one leading Automatic Identification System in many different world 

markets, in which item self-identification has become the key component of 

efficiency and operational clarity. RFID technology is new and only because it uses 

radio waves rather than beams of light to transfer information, it can transmit far 

greater information than a bar code at much higher rate of accuracy and speed which 

makes its adoption all the more attractive. Another fact concerning the rapid adoption 

of this new technology, these days, in the retail and logistics industries is its higher 

degree of consolidation of the markets versus 30 years ago.  Never before has a single 

retailer, such as Wal-Mart, had such a degree of leverage over its supply chain. Much 

like Kroger's testing of bar codes for the first time in the 1970s led to compliance-

driven product bar coding initiatives. (EAN/UCC General Specification Ver. 4.0) 

2.7.1 Bar Codes types in use 

Bar codes consist of characters that are displayed in the form of dark vertical 

bars and light spaces. When scanned, a beam of light passes across the bar code, the 

dark bars absorb the light, and the light spaces reflect it. A detector translates the 
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reflected light into electrical pulses, which are recognized by a computer as 

characters. The characters collectively represent the manufacturer and the product 

category of the item being scanned. The two following figures show the EAN-13 and 

a UPC Bar Codes Symbols the most common Bar Codes symbols used in most 

markets today among many other symbols: 

Figure 2-EAN-13 Bar Code SymbolFigure 3- UPC-A Bar Code Symbol 

Source: EAN/UCC Specification Version 4.0 

By merging of the two organizations EAN and UCC, since Jan, 1 2005, with a 

new name of GS1 (Global Specification No. 1) had caused the usage of one unique 

item numbering system. This decision made for all American countries to accept 

EAN13 and gradually change their coding system to match the rest of the world. 

 Today, bar codes are generally used anywhere that data related to an item or 

group of items need to be captured, stored, and retrieved. Grocery stores, banks, 

warehouses, libraries, and the post offices are just a few of the areas where bar coding 

is in use. Because bar coding is generally viewed as a standard for capturing data 

about product, and because many firms have made significant investments in bar 

coding technology, it is thus difficult to accept EPC/RFID as the new technology. 

(EAN.UCC System, The Global Language of Business, 2003) 

2.8 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)  

RFID in common terms is just a tool for product identification, locating assets, 

and people. It functions just a bit different from Bar Code, in that it uses Radio Waves 

instead of line of sight and a few other devices connected to such system. In general 

one might think if there are any technologies that can replace the Bar Code 

technology in the near future then it will be RFID.    RFID does not really intend and 

will not be able to become even close to a substitute for Bar Code, not at least for 

>
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another twenty years or so. As it was mentioned before Bar Codes have been in use in 

the world markets for over thirty years. Anything that works this good for so long in 

the world markets then it will not be an easy task to put the precious technology away. 

RFID is here, not to replace Bar Codes, but will be used as an identification tool. The 

Bar Codes technology will be used on the side of RFID tags just in case if the RFID 

fails. (EAN.UCC System, 1999) 

2.8.1 History of RFID 

The history of RFID goes way back in the creation of earth and all its 

surroundings. Ever since God said: "Let there be lights" and the world was shined 

after that. There were lights and thunders where it all started. The technological 

advancement of RFID had actually started during WWII. At the time, there was a 

great need for Royal Air Force to distinguish between the friendly and enemy 

warplanes and RFID system was recognized as one of the best tool for this situation. 

In the table below, the trend of advances in RFID from WWII to the end of year 2000 

is shown. (Landt, J., 2001) 

Table 2 – History of RFID 
Decade  Event  

1940 – 
1950 

Radar refined and used major World War II development effort. RFID 
invented in 1948.  

1950 –1960 Early explorations of RFID technology, laboratory experiments.  
 

1960 – 
1970 

Development of the theory of RFID.  
Start of applications field trials.  
 

1970 - 1980  
 

Explosion of RFID development.  
Tests of RFID accelerate.  
Very early adopter implementations of RFID.  

1980─1990  Commercial applications of RFID enter mainstream.  
 

1990 - 2000  
 

Emergence of standards.  
RFID widely deployed.  
RFID becomes a part of everyday life.  

(Landt, J., 2001) 
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2.8.2 RFID System components 

Basic RFID system is composed of three components: 

1.An antenna 

2.A Transponder (RF tag) programmed with unique information 

3.A Transceiver (with decoder) or reader   

The following diagram shows the actual components in use: 

Figure 2-4 - RFID System Component 
 

 

 

 

                  (Intermec Co., 2004)  

2.8.2.1 Antennas: 

Antennas emit electronic signals to activate the tag to read and write Data on 

it. Antennas manage the system data collection. They are built in a variety of shapes 

and sizes. They can be placed in the doorframe to capture the tag data from persons or 

things going through it, or can be used in highways to monitor the traffic from 

distance. Antennas can be mounted almost anywhere, where it is needed to track and 

identify products or persons. (IBM Publication, 2003) 

2.8.2.2 Tags: 

RFID tags also are in a wide variety of shapes and sizes. Tags can be as small 

as a pencil lead and inserted into the animal skin to track the animal, screw shaped for 

identification of trees and wooden product, credit card shaped tags in access control 

applications, or rectangular shaped tags which used to track heavy industrial 

machineries, such as trucks, railroad cars, maintenance and tracking manufacturing 

products in the supply chain. 
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There are primarily two types of RFID tag available in the market today, 

Active and Passive tags. Active tags are battery powered and data can be read and 

write or modified on the tags. They hold more data some of them work with more 

than 1MB of memory. They are more expensive and can hold many other functions 

like electrometric sensors for temperature, humidity or whatever measurable 

environmental object characteristic or any other measurement  that is worth to 

measure; and can also incorporate random memory to store more information. Passive 

tags operate without a power supply. They are less expensive than that of the active 

tags and have a shorter read range but they have longer life than active tags. Unlike 

the active tags, they have read-only memory unless otherwise programmed to perform 

special task. Both of these tags (active and passive) are programmable with a unique 

64 or 96 bit code that allows unique manufacturer, product type and individual 

product identification. ( IBM Publication, 2003) 

2.8.2.3 Reader (transceivers): 

Readers also come in different sizes and shapes. Each Reader manufacturing 

company has its own set of standards and functionalities on request from its 

customers. These devices handle Radio communication through the antennas and pass 

the tag information to the outside world. This information is carried by either passive 

or active tags. The reader attracts the data from passive tags by releasing radio 

frequency waves; but with active tags, the data is sent to the reader by the RF wave it 

releases from itself. (IBM Publication, 2003) 
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Figure2-5: Types of RFID Tags 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 (IBM Publication, 2003) 

2.9 Greatest advantages of RFID over Bar Codes 

One of the greatest advantages RFID technology has over Bar Codes is that 

the tags need not to be seen individually or scanned from close distance. The tags can 

be read from a distance and in harsh climatic conditions depending on the type of tag 

being used. The tag can be hidden on the carton or any other package in use. Unlike 

the Bar Codes where each individual item has to be scanned and processed, the RFID 

tags need not to be scanned individually because of the usage of Radio Frequencies, 

multiple reading is possible at one time, in theory of course. Bar Codes only identify 

products generically and not as unique product. Whereas the EPC/RFID can identify a 

variety of products uniquely and usually up to 2ˆ96 products.  Bar Codes have very 

poor tracking facilities which require more labor and it is a very slow process; where 

EPC/RFID is an improved system which tracks any thing at real time as they move 

through supply chain. Keeping these advantages in mind, many manufacturers are still 

using RFID tags with Bar Coded labels on the side in case if RFID tags fail. (Bear 

Stearns Co., 2003) 

2.10 Frequencies used with RFID system  

The uses of RFID frequencies in different region of the world are different. 

Some of the frequencies used in other countries are totally different from those that 

are used in the USA, or may even be that they are not allowed to make use of some 

certain frequencies due to local laws and regulations. Each country is restricted to use 
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only some specific frequencies, which will eventually create problems for 

implementation of this new technology world wide. 

The following two tables indicate the various uses of frequencies in the 

specified industry. In the first table exhibits the ranges of three frequencies are usually 

distinguished for RFID systems. 

Table2-3- Frequency Bands and Applications I 
Frequency Band Characteristics Typical Applications 

Low 
100-500 kHz 

Short to medium read 
range 
Inexpensive 
low reading speed 

Access control Animal 
identification Inventory 
control Car immobilizer 

Intermediate 
10-15 MHz 

Short to medium read 
range 
potentially inexpensive
medium reading speed 

Access control Smart cards

High  
850-950 MHz 
2.4-5.8 GHz 

Long read range High 
reading speed Line of sight 
required Expensive 

Railroad car monitoring 
Toll collection systems 

(Aim Inc., 1998/99) 

The degrees of uniformity for the use of frequency are restricted to three 

regions of the world, Europe and Africa (region 1), North and South America (region 

2), and Far East and Australia (region 3). Each country must comply with the 

guidelines to use certain frequencies set out by one of the three regions.  It is required 

by all countries to try and settle with some uniform frequency by the year 2010. 

There are eight frequencies in use around the world for RFID applications. 

These applications and their frequencies are listed in the second table provided: 
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Table2-4- Frequency Bands and Applications II 
Frequency Range Applications and comments 
Less than 135kHz A wide range of products available to suit 

a range of applications, including animal 
tagging, access control and track and 
traceability. Transponder systems which 
operate in this band do not need to be 
licensed in many countries.  

1.95 MHz, 3.25MHz, 4.75MHz, and 
8.2MHz  

Electronic article surveillance (EAS) 
systems used in retail stores  

Appr.13 MHz, 13.56MHz  EAS systems and ISM (Industrial, 
Scientific and Medical)  

Approx. 27 MHz  ISM applications 
430-460 MHz  ISM applications specifically in Region 1  
902-916 MHz  ISM applications specifically in Region 2. 

In the USA this band is well organized 
with many different types of applications 
with different levels of priorities. This 
includes Railcar and Toll road 
applications. The band has been divided 
into narrow band sources and wide band 
(spread spectrum type) sources. In Region 
1 the same frequencies are used by the 
GSM telephone network.  

918-926 MHz RFID in Australia for transmitters with 
EIRP less than 1 watt 

2350 - 2450 MHz  A recognized ISM band in most parts of 
the world. IEEE 802.11 recognizes this 
band as acceptable for RF 
communications and both spread 
spectrum and narrow band systems are in 
use. 

5400 - 6800 MHz  This band is allocated for future use. The 
FCC has been requested to provide a 
spectrum allocation of 75 MHz in the 
5.85-5.925 GHz band for Intelligent 
Transportation Services use. In France the 
TIS system is based on the proposed 
European pre-standard (preENV) for 
vehicle to roadside communications 
communicating with the roadside via 
microwave beacons operating at 5.8 GHz. 

 (Aim Inc., 1998/99) 

2.11 Electronic Product Code (EPC)  

The EPCgobal is the new global site designed to link the RFID and Internet 

technologies. It will enable companies to have access to the product information of 
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their supply chain in any industry, anywhere in the world. This technology was 

developed at Auto-ID Center at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). In 

addition to a research lab at MIT, the Center has established research facilities at 

Cambridge University in England, Adelaide University in Australia, University of St. 

Gallen in Switzerland, Keio University in Japan, and Fudan University in China. 

EPCglobal works with identification number called Electronic Product Code (EPC), 

which can be encoded in RFID tag and will make product Readers information 

available on a remote database through Internet. (IBM Publication, 2003) 

2.11.1 Benefits of the EPCglobal Network 

As societies grow so does their needs for a better, faster and more efficient 

services, which are the requirements for a convenient life style. The one important 

thing people are concerned about is the availability of daily consumption materials. 

And the retailers are required to use the state of the art technology to provide, 

facilitate and meet the society’s requirements. In turn the retailers stand to gain from 

this transaction. Some of these benefits are listed bellow. 

a) New efficiencies in business processes through precise tracking and tracing 

of physical goods. 

b) Detailed and accurate information about products will improve movement in 

real-time inventory management and replenishment practices, resulting in 

increased sales due to fewer items being out-of-stock. This will allow 

companies to accurately and responsively meet customer demand. 

c) Reduces ‘shrinkage’ (goods that go missing or are stolen), by enabling 

businesses to understand exactly what’s in the storeroom or at any stage in 

supply chain at any time. 

d) Improves processes that can lead to reduced theft, counterfeiting and 

administrative errors.(IBM Publication, 2003) 

2.11.2 Key players with EPCglobal 
2.11.2.1 EAN International: 

EAN International develops and manages EAN.UCC™ standards jointly with 

the Uniform Code Council, one of its member organizations. 
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2.11.2.2 Uniform Code Council:   

The UCC administers the Universal Product Code (U.P.C.) and provides a full 

range of integrated standards and business solutions. 

2.11.2.3 GS1: 

The two organizations mentioned above have created a joint organization 

which is called GS1 (Global Specifications No. 1) since Jan. 1, 2005. It is based in 

Washington. All other countries are to obey the laws and regulations set out by GS1.  

2.11.2.4 Auto-ID Labs: 

The EPC Network was developed by the Auto-ID Centre™ headquartered at 

MIT. The Auto-ID Centre™ has recognized EAN/UCC™ as the global body that 

would pursue the setting of industry standards and drive the global implementation of 

the EPC Network. (Horanyi, E., 2004) 

2.11.3 Components of EPC and their Functions 

The goal of EPCglobal™ is to use of Internet to find products automatically 

for purchasing from any where in the world. The Internet provides easy access to the 

databases of any company without the human intervention from any where in the 

world. 

a) Electronic product code (EPC), this is divided into numbers to identify the 

manufacturer, product, version and serial number. It also uses an extra set of 

numbers to identify products.  

b) EPC tags and readers. An EPC number is placed on a special tag by the 

manufacturer using radio waves. These tags communicate with the reader 

which can pass the information to the Internet or local application system. 

c) Middleware which is specially designed software that acts as the nervous 

system of EPC network. It manages information on different computers in an 
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organization rather than on a single central computer. The best one designed 

middleware up to this date is called "Savant", among many of the others. 

d) Object Name Service (ONS). This function controls the matching of 

associated item with the EPC information. It works similar to Domain Name 

Service (DNS) that points computers to the Internet site. 

e) EPC information service which is Physical Markup Language (PML), it is a 

standard that describes physical objects. It is based on Extensible Markup 

Language. Basically EPC identifies the object, PML describes it, and ONS 

puts them together for capturing more data from the Internet. 

An EPC tag contains either 64 or 96 bits of identification data, including a 40 

bit serial number. Instead of encoding catalog-type information directly within these 

bits, an EPC will act as a URL as a reference to a document. That document exists on 

a network by different company server; an Object Name Service directs the numeric 

EPC to the document's location, just as the Internet's Domain Name Service which 

makes the data a human-readable URL to a numeric IP address. The document is 

written in a new Extensible Markup Language called Product Markup Language 

(PML). (IBM Publication, 2003) 

2.11.4 EPC numbering system 

The most important part of EPC is its identification standard. Each item in the 

supply chain is required to have an EPC number which are unique, and will be 

attached to all manufactured items in the near future (because of lack of proper 

standard for this system it is a theory at this time and it is bound to be implemented in 

the near future). It tracks the shipment of pallets, cases, and individual items through 

out the entire supply chain. The EPC number includes four major parts: 

a) The header which defines the overall number length of EPC 

b) The EPC manager which describes the company responsible for the codes 

c) The object class which identifies the item 

d) The serial number which is unique within a given class 
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The basics of EPC tag numbering system for 96 bit version are shown as 

follows: 

Table2-5- EPC Numbering System 
An Example EPC Number (96 Bit Version) 

                01   .    203FB22    .     162DF9     .     719MNW13B 

           Header  EPC Manager    Object Class     Serial number 
(Auto-ID Center, 2003) 

2.12 Importance of data accuracy with EPC/RFID  

EPC/RFID numbers are actually based on GTIN (Global Trade Identification 

Number) number; data synchronization of GTIN is of prime importance during order 

management process. This will ensure the accurate fulfillment of an order and reduce 

the number of processes in supply chain based on EPC/RFID systems. Before 

implementation of RFID readers and tags, all retailers must use a single Global Data 

Synchronization (GDS), which is promoted by Global Commerce Initiative (GCI) and 

GS1 (former EAN.UCC).  

GDS will make a detailed product data available from anywhere in the world 

and from any retailer, through a locally held network of data bases. (Radko, J. & 

Schumacher, A., 2004) 

Figure2- 6 - A GTIN based data with conversion to EPC reference  

  
(Radko, J. & Schumacher, A., 2004) 
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GTIN based information is used to synchronize the order management process 

while the EPC is used to provide inventory visibility to support logistics management. 

(Radko, J. & Schumacher, A., 2004) 

2.13 Healthcare Industries take off with RFID  

It was not until three years ago when RFID technology was introduced. Since 

it is a new technology, not many articles are available for those interested. Recently 

there have been several interesting articles in the local papers about the healthcare 

industry in Iran, about the pharmaceutical companies facing an ever growing 

counterfeit drug in market, cases of medical errors, and newborn babies missing from 

the hospitals.  

On further research, applications and the functionalities of RFID technology 

can be applied in the healthcare industry. Its usage goes far beyond anybody's 

imaginations. Its usage and functionalities are endless and can be applied in all 

industries all over the world. 

For the remaining of this chapter, several cases of RFID technology in 

different industries as well as Healthcare Industry are reviewed. Its performance as far 

as accuracy and functionalities go have been proven to be endless.  RFID can be 

applied in every situation with a very high efficiency. 

2.14 Germany  

RFID is on the move toward a very bright future for both suppliers and the end 

users. The more consumers demand for better product and services for their health 

and wellbeing, the more suppliers have to work and try to comply with their demands. 

Steps have already been taken in many parts of the world to provide better, faster, and 

more efficient Healthcare Services to the costumers through the use of RFID 

technology. This amazing technology holds an unlimited number of benefits within 

Healthcare industry. For instance in Germany, the Red Cross is using transponders 

(tags) for sorting out laundries, and for process control to monitor all clinical 

procedures for minimal invasive surgeries.  
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There is a very broad span of RFID in all sectors of the economy. Companies 

will end up depending on this technology in order to serve the public. This 

dependency has been felt in Healthcare Industry at this time more than any other 

industries in the world. 

Figure2-7 – RFID development progress in Germany. 
 

Years

Boom in pallet/
Repackaging sector

Saturation point for
pallet/ repackaging

RFID enters single 
product sector

RFID mass market in 
single product sector

 
(Hospital Post European News Paper. Vol. 4, 1/2005-Jan/Feb)   

2.15 Tracking movements in Hospitals    

There are always people in the hospitals that are going around. At every 

moment, there are doctors, nurses, patients and visitors that need to be monitored and 

tracked while they are still in the hospital, so in case when an emergency occurs they 

could be found or directed out of the building. There is valuable equipment in the 

healthcare centers /hospitals which can be easily removed and taken out of hospitals. 

There are medicines which must be given to the patient the right drug, the right 

dosage and at the right time. 

2.15.1 Doctors 

Usually in a hospital doctors are not always where they are supposed to be. 

Finding them in a large hospital through a pager or any other means is a difficult task. 

The whereabouts of the doctors can easily be tracked on a continuous basis; the 

availability of the doctors in hospitals at the time of an emergency is of a prime 
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importance.  To find the doctors with RFID technology they must put on either badges 

or wear bracelets with the RFID tag and carry a hand held computer called PDA. 

2.15.2 Nurses 

The number of nurses in hospitals is normally more than doctors. It is very 

important to keep track of a nurse in the hospital. In Singapore and South East Asian 

countries RFID had become a strong tool for fighting SARS.  All hospital staffs were 

tracked with RFID tags while they were in close contact with the SARS patient and 

were treated accordingly. In case of a mistreatment of a patient, it is important to track 

the nurses responsible for attending the patient.  Nurses can also wear bracelets or 

badges with RFID tag. 

2.15.3 Patients 

Patients in a hospital face more danger than the staff or any body else. The 

number of fatalities reported in American hospitals is far more than realistic. The 

number of fatalities has decreased significantly by the use of RFID tags. The patient 

will wear a bracelet with a tag attached to it. His/her record will be placed in a central 

computer so the doctor or the assigned nurses can have access to them by the use of 

small hand held computer called PDA or any other like-type communication 

instrument available in the market.  It will also help to track the patient at all times 

when still in the hospital.  

2.15.4 New born babies 

There are even more difficulties in hospitals to match the newly born babies 

with their parents. In this case, a RFID tag can be locked on baby's ankle.  Using 

RFID tag on their ankle will track their position in the hospital. It will help to 

accurately match the babies with their parents. It will prevent the theft of new born 

babies. 

2.15.5 Visitors 

Visitors are very curious when they go to the hospitals and they tend to 

wonder around beside their main purpose in the hospital. Putting a RFID tag on the 
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visitors in the form of bracelets their movement within the hospital can be monitored 

and will easily be tracked. An alarm will notify them that they should not be there. 

The visitor can put on badges or bracelet as a form of RFID tag. 

2.15.6 Equipment 

It is very common for medical instrument to disappear in hospital. By using 

RFID tags on equipment and the surgical instrument their whereabouts can easily be 

tracked. It will also be impossible for the instrument to walk out of hospital. 

2.15.7 Surgical tools 

Often after a surgery, there is always the fear of leaving a surgical tool in 

patient's body. A small RFID tag on every tool will help doctors to track every piece 

of instrument taken to the operating room, therefore will eliminate the fear of leaving 

a surgical tool in patient's body. (Madhav, P., Singhal, R. & Zoghi, B., 2004) 

2.16 Fighting the growth of counterfeit drugs   

One of the biggest problems the pharmaceutical companies are facing is the 

counterfeit drugs which run in the market under their name. If something goes wrong 

with the drug then the company whose label is on the drug will be held responsible. 

Pharmaceuticals can prevent this problem with RFID system. Since it is next to 

impossible to copy a RFID tag, when used on the product the company can be sure 

that no one can make a drug just like it and distribute it under a fake name. The 

information in the RFID tag will reduce counterfeiting significantly. (Madhav, P., 

Singhal, R. & Zoghi, B., 2004) 

2.16.1 Statistics on counterfeit drugs 

According to various reports concerning the spread of counterfeit drugs 

around the world, there is an increasing trend, which some of that can be shown by 

the statistics given below.  

– “Up to 33% of anti-malarial drugs for sale in Cambodia, Laos, Burma, Thailand 

and Vietnam contained no active ingredient” 
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– “Approximately 192,000 people died in China in 2001 due to the effects of 

counterfeit drugs. As much as 40% of drugs in China are counterfeit.” (The 

Lancet, 6/19/2001) 

– “In Columbia, up to 40% of medications are believed to be counterfeit.” (The 

Washington Post, 8/30/02) 

– “Approximately 50% of drugs sold in Nigeria are counterfeit.” (U.S. News & 

World Report, 6/11/01) 

– In a study conducted simultaneously at Dulles and Oakland International 

Airports, U.S. Customs and FDA agents found that 10% of the drugs they 

analyzed contained no active ingredients. (IFPW Focus, 6/13/02) 

 

2.16.2 RFID fights drug counterfeiters 

Drug counterfeiting is not something new. It has always been a major concern 

of many governments to find a way to stop the flow of counterfeit drugs to their 

countries. According to a member of FDA (Food and Drug Administration) in 

Washington D.C., "there is a significant and a growing problem of counterfeit drug." 

The goal is to create a system which will disable the drug counterfeiters to 

produce and distribute drugs into the markets. The EPC technology has been approved 

by FDA of America for all packaged goods produced by pharmaceutical companies. 

This system could be used in pharmacies receiving the shipments.  They can check the 

serial number of the shipment via a database available through internet. If the serial 

number of the shipment does not match with the one on the database then it is for sure 

a fake. If two shipments have the same serial number then it is for sure that someone 

had tampered with the shipment. 

This process can be followed from each station the shipment had passed 

through the supply chain. By using EPC/RFID technology, pharmaceutical companies 

will improve the integrity of supply chain. By identifying and tracking cartons, 

pallets, cases, and product companies will keep a better watch over the shipment and 
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ensure that they are not misplaced or stolen. (Madhav, P., Singhal, R. & Zoghi, B., 

2004) 

2.16.3 Examples of the efforts to fight counterfeit drugs 

The efforts of the agencies currently involved in fighting the counterfeiters are 

numerous. Some of those efforts are listed below. 

– Some drug companies have injected an inert chemical signature directly into 

medications, which can be checked with a small handheld device much like a 

home pregnancy test 

– Tamper proof packaging, in addition to technical measures such as holograms, 

difficult to replicate packaging designs, and unique fonts have been used. 

(U.S. News & World Report, 6/11/01) 

– FDA Medwatch is an excellent resource for patient safety information, from 

label changes to counterfeit product warnings and recalls. (FDA Medwatch , 

www.fda.gov/medwatch/index.html)  

– HDMA Product Safety Task Force (www.healthcaredistribution.org) 

recommends steps and guidelines the industry should consider for the safe 

purchase of products. 

– The Institute for Safe Medication Practices (www.ismp.org) is dedicated to the 

safe use of medications through improvements in drug distribution, naming, 

packaging, labeling, and delivery system design. 

– Product Surety is a joint industry initiative with the FDA to curb the incidence 

of counterfeiting. (Product Surety, www.productsurety.org) 

2.17 Exavera  

This company may not be one the best service provider for RFID technology, 

but it is one of the first who had started such program. Exavera™ technology is a 

pioneer company located in North America one of the first ones who has created a 

system using the state of the art technology, EPC/RFID, for hospitals. The system is 

http://www.fda.gov/medwatch/index.html
http://www.healthcaredistribution.org
http://www.ismp.org
http://www.productsurety.org
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called eShepherd™. According the RFID Journal report the system is combined with 

Wi-Fi technology to track people and equipment in hospitals and healthcare centers. 

The eShepered system combines RFID technology with Wi-Fi and VoIP to make a 

unique system available for tracking patients, staff and assets in a hospital. The 

system connected to hospital's LAN through a central router and manages all 

telephone calls over the wireless network. Nurses and doctors wearing badges with 

RFID tags also carry hand held devices that can let them have access to the patient 

record. It will also ensure the patient gets the right medication and treatment at the 

right time. eShepherd system will improve various processes in the hospitals in order 

to reach maximum efficiency. (Collins, J., 2004) 

Conclusion 

Many aspects of this newly found technology plus its usage in different sectors 

of the world economy have been provided in this chapter. It also aimed to clear any 

confusion or any misunderstanding about this technology. Different functionalities 

plus its usage especially in Healthcare Industry were provided. Definitions of ADC 

(Automatic Data Capture) Bar Codes were given. Definitions and the components of 

EPC/RFID were provided. Exavera Co. a software company which is also a provider 

of RFID Technology in USA were introduced in this chapter. 
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Introduction 

This chapter is the frame work of this thesis. It aims to set up the stage and the 

structure for next chapters ahead. The objective and the motive in this chapter will 

clearly define what is expected of the reader to understand and learn, be it from the 

theoretical or experimental model. Due to the novelty of the subject there are not any 

international standard set out for this technology, yet. Therefore, we first explained 

the basic terminology and explanation of EPC/RFID throughout this thesis by case 

studies provided by different companies abroad. Section 1.2 includes the objective of 

this research, followed by definitions and the applications domain of this thesis.  

3.1   An Overview of first two chapters  

In chapter one, a brief description of the new found technology plus the 

history of RFID was explained. The motivation for conducting this research, the 

importance of executing this project in a real physical world, and the application 

domain of this newly discovered technology has been discussed. 

The second chapter was a comprehensive overview on RFID implementation. 

Some of the companies involved with this state of the art technology were also 

discussed. Information sharing and communications is the basic foundation of an 

efficient supply chain and trust is effective in an important factor in a business 

relationship. Up to now companies have been focusing on personal-centric, 

relationship-building, like strategic alliances and partnerships to realize and 

understand each other. There is a new technology in town now which can achieve all 

of this, and more are hidden in the bag, with less emphasis on the unexpected changes 

of individuals, who manage the interactions between channel members. 

In today's fast changing business environment, companies must have an 

efficient and effective supply chain at hand. The combination of increased supply 

chain cost efficiencies and customer driven are best tool that allows companies to 

head for more profit and a higher customer satisfaction and retention. For 

implementing a strong supply chain strategy, real time data, and item clarity, there 
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comes in the Electronic Product Code and Radio Frequency Identification or 

EPC/RFID.  

The whole idea of implementation of the new technology such as EPC/RFID 

(Electronic Product Code/Radio Frequency Identification) sounds like a dream come 

true for many in supply chain management (it is actually too good to be true), 

suppliers, in manufacturing, in retailing, Healthcare Industries, Automotive Industries 

and to many others which if I want to list them will be a book by itself. The usages 

and functionalities of EPC/RFID are endless. The largest users of these technologies 

are suppliers, retailers, governments, automotive industries and very recently 

healthcare industries such as pharmaceuticals and hospitals.  

In this chapter you will find a short summery of first two chapters presented. 

The new findings and its implementation of this nascent technology will be discussed 

plus the research questions will be investigated.  

          3.2   EPC/RFID in Supply Chain  

There is always room for improving the supply chain to better serve the 

consumers. Up to year 1999, Bar Code technology was the only tool as the means of 

Automatic Identification used for tracking the manufactured products within the 

supply chain, but now there is a new tool called EPC/RFID (Electronic Product 

Code/Radio Frequency Identification) which is making waves in all sectors of living 

economy around the world. This new technology is not so new; it has been around for 

sixty years. It started out during World War II, and then in animal farms as asset 

control, toll highways, in supply Chain, and today in almost all sectors of the 

industries all around the world, its present can be felt to be of a vital importance in 

Healthcare and Automotive Industry. 

Manufacturers like automotive industries have realized the importance of this 

technology for quite sometime now. But sometime from mid-nineties and now, 

retailers, government agencies, logistic providers, and many others businesses and 

service providers are finding the enormous benefits of this technology. Its real benefit 

these days can even be seen in healthcare industries around the world.  
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Its benefits and functionalities were only realized in supply chain around year 

1999. Within just a few years, it grew to be a part of almost every industry. It covers a 

vast variety of functionalities. Anything that moves can be tracked and traced with 

this technology regardless of the conditions it is in. Many sectors of the economy are 

actively participating for implementation of EPC/RFID. 

3.3   Benefits of RFID  

The main benefits of RFID in supply chain include the following: 

a) Advanced shipping notices (ASN) 

b) Reduction in Shrinkage 

c) Returned goods (reduction in fraud) 

d) Anti-counterfeit (reduction in duplication of manufactured goods) 

e) Supply chain efficiency  

f) Improvement in stock management 

g) Reduction in labor cost 

h) Reduction in prices 

3.4   Automotive industry  

Automotive industry is one of the first industries in the world that have fully 

implemented this new technology to assemble automobiles. As a result, there comes 

more efficient product with more profit for automotive industry. The way it works is 

that a specially designed tag will be attached to the bin which carries the automobile 

frame or engine; as the bin moves through the assembly line the data at each stage 

will be recorded on the tag.  

3.5   Uses of EPC/RFID  

There is no way one could count the functionalities of EPC/RFID. Its usage is 

enormous. There is no end on where it could be used or on what. It can be used on 

anything that moves or is idle at one place. It can be used in toll highways, in 

libraries, in animal farms, on school children, airport baggage, in airplane industry, at 

fire departments for tracking tools, NASA is using it to track hazardous waste, in 

healthcare industries, in Automotive Industry and the list goes on. 
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3.6   Research Questions' scope  

 The main objective of this research focuses on two subject: 

1. Why is there a need for manufacturers to track their product with RFID?    

and,    

What is the use of EPC/RFID in distribution chain management? 

2. How can hospitals, pharmaceuticals, and healthcare institutes use EPC/RFID 

technology? 

It is in the best interest of manufacturers to comply with the usage of this new 

found and innovative technology, EPC/RFID systems or at least start learning about 

it. From the time when a product comes out of the factory to the time when reaches 

the consumers must be transparent that the product is in good condition. Usage of the 

product by the consumers before its expiration time is one of the important factors for 

manufactures to consider using EPC/RFID. In this way manufacturers can be 

confident that their products are in good condition and not hazardous to consumers' 

health. Besides handing over the product at its best possible condition, there are other 

benefits this technology can provide for the manufacturers. These benefits include 

eliminating the third party for handing over the products to the distributor or retailer, 

preventing theft of the product at any stage in supply chain, best tool for recalling the 

defective product, best time of delivery, preventing the counterfeit product from ever 

entering any facility. The greatest use of RFID technology is for tracking products 

through the Supply Chain. Instead of having to scan every item manually each time 

when inventory time arrives; there will be real time inventory of exactly what is on 

the truck as it drives into the duck to unload the shipment. Stores will have up-to-date 

inventory tracking, which will reduce the loss of product, and limit the number of 

times a product is handled which will save millions of dollars for manufacturers and 

retailers as well. Store shelves installed with proper identification tools will notify the 

supplier that the shelf needs more product of the same type.  

As far as the usage and functionalities of this technology go all indication 

show that after the Bar Codes, this is the second best identification tool which will 
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inevitably replace Bar Codes in Healthcare Industry as it has changed the Automotive 

Industry. It has always been the concern of Healthcare Industry to find solutions in 

order to minimize the number of medical errors which is a major cause of death 

besides any other diseases in hospitals. It is known that the medical errors cause more 

loss of life than any other common disease known. One of the other problems that 

exist within the healthcare industry is in pharmaceutical companies. There are too 

many drug counterfeiters who produce fake drugs and feed them to the markets. This 

is another main cause of death of a large number of people. The list of this sort of 

problems within healthcare industry is numerous.       

3.7   EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) tools  

Bar Codes are one of the most advanced ADC (Automatic Data Capturing) 

technologies that have been used for over thirty years now, and its usage will be 

continued well within next twenty years along side with the new technology.  

EPC/RFID is the new technology that came out of no where in 2003, and it 

had gained such a huge popularity in all sectors of the economy. EPC/RFID is a hot 

technology and is on the tongue of all communities. As the matter of the fact, it is a 

little bit beyond the tongue. Its usage in all industries other than in supply chain is 

making waves in Americas, European, and East Asian countries. 

3.8   EPC (Electronic Product Code)  

EPC goes one step further than RFID. EPC is based on RFID tags. The EPC 

allows every company in supply chain, including retailers, to track manufactured 

items. It means that every single item on the store shelf can be traced back to when it 

was manufactured, sold or goes missing. 

One of the most distinguished parts of EPC technology is its ability to work 

with Internet. The only information within EPC tag is the number, which must be 

called from a database of the company's server. 

3.9   Basic components of EPC technology includes:   

The basic components of EPC system are as listed below. 
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a)EPC (Electronic Product Code) 

b)EPC tags and readers 

c)Middleware 

d)Object Name Service (ONS) 

e)EPC information service, Physical Markup Language (PML) 

The overall explanation of EPC comes down to this: The EPC Identifies the 

product, the PML describes it, and Object Name Service (ONS) will link them 

together. Standardizing these components provides connectivity between objects in 

physical world. (Greets, J., 2004) 

3.10   GS1 Organization  

The EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) tools are governed by EAN.UCC 

(European Article Number/Unified Code council). The two numbering organizations 

have formed a joint organization called GS1 (Global Specification One) since Jan. 1, 

2005, and the main office is located in Washington DC, USA. 

3.11   EPC/RFID in Healthcare Industry 

To name another industry beside supply chain management, automotive 

industry and among many others which has recently started using this new technology 

then it would be Healthcare industry. The RFID technology came out of nowhere 

during year 2003. It started out with Wal-Mart and Department of Defense in America 

and its usage had spread through out the world within different sectors of the 

economy. Its usage was mainly suggested for the supply chain management for many 

benefits it brings with itself. 

The full scale implementation of EPC/RFID within the healthcare industry is 

underway. Many hospitals in America, European Countries, and in Far East Asian 

Countries have started either using this technology or it is in their agenda to use it in 

hospitals and at the pharmaceuticals. The new system had proven itself in tracking the 

movement of patients, staff, and assets to perform better and more accurate than the 

Bar Code technology. 
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The healthcare, pharmaceutical and medical supply chain is based on business 

model and it differs from automotive and retail. The healthcare industry had begun 

realizing the importance and need of this new technology within their organizations 

only couple of years ago and it is progressing at a fast rate.  For instance its usage in 

hospitals goes far more than expected from it. EPC/RFID has the capability to track 

staff, patients, and any movable valuable equipment. It will reduce any medical error 

which usually causes loss of life; it prevents the nurses from giving the wrong drug to 

the patients and/or giving the right dosage prescribed by the physician. It will keep 

track of new born babies, prevents mismatching, and theft of the babies from hospital. 

The benefits of this new state of the art technology in healthcare industries which is 

the heart of all communities are endless. It is believed to be the best tool to fight drug 

counterfeiters.  Since it is almost impossible for one to copy a tag for reproduction 

and it is very expensive for drug counterfeiters to imitate a drug with the brand name 

of a well known Pharmaceutical Company. 

The EPC/RFID had proven itself to work efficiently and effectively in 

hospitals and in many other departments of Healthcare Centers. Exavera Company 

like many other service providers had proven this by introducing eSheperd software 

with proper tools. The use of EPC/RFID in healthcare industry is strongly 

recommended.  

Conclusion 

We have explained the objective and the reason why it is so important to get 

this technology rolling. The research questions show the primary objective of this 

thesis. Definitions of EPC/RFID are provided in this chapter. Motivations for 

conducting this research had been explained. 
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Introduction 

The working plan of this research includes a simple basic list of tasks and 

deliverables. Most of the research work, investigation and data collections were done 

based on the case studies from companies abroad, who have either worked, studied, or 

implemented the new technology, EPC/RFID.  The theoretical studies were mainly 

from western countries such as North American, European and East Asian countries.  

Since, there were no sources of written documents or published data about the topic in 

the vicinity of the surrounding areas and not a single company or organization were 

willing to work with this technology, simply because they are not familiar with these 

terminologies and are not willing to go along with its high expenses. 

Several attempts were made to purchase articles, journals, case studies done on 

the topic from abroad, but unfortunately there were no response from the very well 

known global companies. Most of the data were mainly collected from a few Internet 

web sites such as rfidjournal.com, consistent search through the search engines such 

as Google.com, and yahoo among many others, and newspaper's clips were collected 

from colleagues and private Software/Hardware Service Provider Companies. 

An interview with the IT manager of a Medical University also gave me new 

insight in understanding the current benefits and conditions of using Identification 

Tools within the Healthcare Industry in Iran and with all of the other industries as 

well. 

Through investigation made on EPC/RFID technology, it was realized that 

most citizens of the native land (business people) are not familiar with this new 

technological system or are in doubt to actually use this technology. Some find it very 

expensive tool for identification of products, personals, assets and as a result it will 

have direct impact on a rising inflation. The Small and Medium Enterprises think that 

this system will create reports of their actual revenue for IRS (Internal Revenue 

Service). Some of the citizens believe that the use of this technology will invade the 

privacy of individual family household. It is believed by most people that, since a 

tagged product is to enter their house then the movement of the family members will 

be tracked. What they fail to understand is that there is no way that they can be 

tracked from a distance with the passive tags used on the purchased products; unless 
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there is someone who is really looking up for trouble and is after them for some 

reason.  

With an aim for an Exploratory Research and Quantitative Techniques the 

purpose of this research is to provide information and insights to the technological and 

business communities in Iran, and to help them to understand the potential size of this 

rapidly growing technology in the world markets; even though EPC/RFID has not 

been widely adopted due to expensive implementation costs and the lack of well 

organized standards. Industry leaders are combining their effort to create single 

known standards which will work for all industries worldwide. Findings on this thesis 

will provide a set of data to be used when preparing business plan toward a product 

development and create solutions for the marketplace. With the emphasis, that these 

findings should not be used as the only source of information for important decision 

making. 

4.1 Tracking infants in hospitals  

The healthcare industry covers about fourteen percent of the total gross 

domestic product (GDP) of United States Economy. According to the medical report 

from USA, between 44000 to 98000 people die each year due to medical errors in 

hospitals which could have been avoided. It can be assumed that the same statistics 

apply for death due to medical errors in Iran. Most of these errors occur because of 

improper administration of medicine, incorrect dosage, and the wrong drugs or 

counterfeit drugs.  

Therefore, the process of tracing and tracking drugs during movements 

through pharmaceutical supply chain, all the way to patient is becoming an important 

issue as a part of healthcare delivery system. The solution to this problem is the 

creation of a unique system that will be able to collect data on inventory, location, 

history of the movements, and demand for supply. 

 Delivering the right drug to the patient will inevitably become very difficult 

within next ten years through out the supply chain around the world. Information is 

one of the key elements to fight this complexity and to move head on to ensure patient 

safety.  
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This process of fighting Drug Counterfeiters and reduction of medical errors 

within Healthcare Facilities can be possible via the use of new technological and 

Identification tools such as EPC/RFID.  

4.2 Implementation   

After a several meeting with the director of the University’s Medical 

Laboratory, it was decided that this system should be implemented in the medical 

laboratory. An area with approximately three hundreds square meters with seven 

rooms, consisting of two labs, equipment room, and offices separated by a small sized 

hallway, and at least with five full time employees and five to eight full time medical 

laboratory students. The primary plan was to equip the entire floor with readers, the 

personals of the laboratory with especial ID cards and some of the transferable 

instrument with RFID tags. Unfortunately, due to the high cost and unavailability of 

the proper instrument for the use on implementation of RFID systems in such 

facilities, a different approach became necessary. After further discussions with the 

concerned supervisors, it was decided to complete this project on a model in assembly 

line of an Automotive Industry. 

4.3 A model of RFID in action at Automotive Industry  

The aim of this project is to provide and demonstrate a reliable Automatic 

Identification tool that will function as precise as Bar Code technology. EPC/RFID is 

one of the strongest technologies that one might want to consider for implementation 

in any industry. Its accuracy and precision is far greater than any other Identification 

technology which makes it a valuable tool to try it in Iran. 

 Major Automotive Industries around the globe consider RFID as strategic 

relevant to supply chain management. They have been using the RFID system for 

quite some time to keep track of the production line and the assets. Lack of proper 

standard, technological tools and unclear business cases are the only disadvantages of 

RFID system for companies to adopt this technology. 

For example, in case of Automotive Industry, it is being used in indoor 

facilities, to keep records of manufacturing automobiles as the product moves through 
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the assembly line from station to station, and also to keep track of the assets from 

walking away (theft).   

To demonstrate this experiment for the purpose of this thesis a model with the 

dimension of one squared meter wooden board, with a laminated Q-shaped map of 

parts assembly, is used to clearly show the easiness of implementation of this project 

in Automotive Industry. 

Figure  4-1 - Q-shaped map of automotive assembly line 

 
 

4.3.1 Samples defined 

There are six samples of two doors model cars, Ford Mustangs 96 Shelby GT 

350. Each sample consists of fourteen different parts. This will include  the 

suspension system, the engine, front axles, wheels (tire and rings), seats, dashboard, 

the inside room, right hand side door, left hand side door, door screws, glass, the 

room, and screws for suspension system. Each one of these parts is labeled with Bar 

Code. The bar-code system was used because it was impossible to find such small 

tags for the parts used with this model. The labeled-part will be scanned by Bar Code 

scanner and the data will be transferred to a Mifair tag. Before the vehicle comes out 

of the assembly line, all of the information will be read from the tag via a reader 

which is placed under the board at station eight. The last station is actually the quality 
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control unit which confirms the completion of the vehicle. If there is a defective part 

or a wrong engine, or any other parts, assembled on a wrong vehicle then the software 

will show where this had occurred and it will be sent back to the start line to go 

through the assembly line for correction. There are a total of eight main stations and 

three sub-stations. The main stations are for:  

1.Suspension System 

2.Assembling the engine with the rear axle 

3.Assembling the front axles 

4.Assembling the wheels 

5.Assembling the equipment inside the room 

6.Assembling the body of the car 

7.Placing the suspension screws 

8.Final check – the Quality Control 

There are three sub-stations which are included within the main stations 4, 5, 

and 6 respectively: 

1.Assembling the wheels, the ring and the tires 

2.Assembling the equipment inside the room; installing dashboard and the 

seats 

3.Assembling the room; installing the glass and doors 

4.3.2 Software Architecture 

The main components of the experimental system setup include both hardware 

and software. This section is a brief overview of software architecture. Figure below 

shows the sample Visual Basic code from the Promag device specification. In figure 

10, we can see the related form. The code included with the Promag hardware, was 

the starting point for a new software to be used with experimental setup. 
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Figure 4-2 - Sample Visual Basic code   
 
 
     

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(GigaTms, 2004) 

Figure 4-3 - Promag software components 

 
(GigaTms, 2004) 
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4.3.3 Software Implementation 

The software for this particular project in Automotive Industry comes with a 

package of Mifare application directory with Visual Basic software program, which 

had to be modified to suit this project, and the data base was created in Delphi 

software and Access 2000 Microsoft Office program. The memory of Mifare 

transponder holds sixteen sectors. Block 1 and 2 of sector 0 are reserved for MAD 

(Mifare Application Identifier). Two bytes of each of the other sectors make up a 

Pointer. Each sector is protected against unauthorized access by a different key. A 

13.56 MHZ passive tag is used for storing entire assembling data for each vehicle. 

(Finkenseller, K., 2003) 

The key functions of this project within the modified Visual Basic program 

while running the program includes a Reader, Promag, Write on RFID, Erase, New 

Data, Change Database, Search Data, and End. 

Figure 4-4 - Software Component View 

 
 

Each key has the responsibility of a certain function: 

a)Reader:  a reader is placed at station eight under the quality control check 

point. This key is responsible for the final check before the car comes out 

of the assembly line, it checks for any defected parts and that all parts are 

at their proper place. 
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b)Promag: This key function is responsible for listing the data of a completed 

car. 

c)Write on RFID: It transfers the entire data of a completed car to RFID tag. 

This tag can either stay with the car for its entire life or can be used over 

and over again. 

d)Erase: Using this key will erase whatever data is on the tag so the tag can be 

used for another round. 

e)New Data: This key transfers the data of each part one by one as they are 

being scanned and transferred to the RFID tag. 

f)Change Database: This key changes data on a particular car and lists all parts 

of one car. 

g)Search Data: This key will search for a particular part and records the entire 

data related to that car. 

h)End: Closes the program.   

4.3.4 Hardware Architecture 

By looking at Figure 12, the process used in the experimental setup can be 

easily followed. After placing the RFID tag is placed on the RFID Reader (Promag), 

which is itself connected to the PC via USB cable, the experimental software is started 

on the PC. 
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Figure 4-5 - Hardware Architecture & Components 
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4.3.5 Hardware Implementation 

In reality, if this project was to be implemented in actual Automotive Industry 

then the instruments used for such facility would be far greater than what was used in 

this simple demonstration. The hardware used in this project include a Bar Code 

Scanner, a reader (interrogator), tags ( transponders), RFID read/write device and a 

host device (computer). 
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Figure 5-6  – Photograph of Hardware used with the project  
(right to left are RFID reader device, RFID read/write device, and Bar 
Code Scanner)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

4.3.6 Parts of the Automobile 

Each one of the six samples consists of 14 different parts which are needed for 

completion of the car in this demonstration. Each part has been labeled with a Bar 

Code which will be scanned by a Bar Code scanner before assembling, and the data 

on the Bar Code will be transferred to a Mifare passive tag, with a 13.56 MHZ 

frequency. The same application can be applied in real situation with RFID 

transponders and readers. The data of each assembled part will be read by the 

interrogator (reader) and written to transponder by a special device connected to the 

computer (Promag RE/WR). The parts of the model will be assembled at seven main 

stations with three substations and a final check out station also called the Quality 

Control Station. Each station on the model is indicated by red stripe and those with 

substation attached to them are separated by blue stripes. The name of each station is 

clearly attached inside the station and at front as it is shown on the last exhibit. The 

list of the parts divided into eight stations and substations are as the following: 

1.Suspension system 

2.Engine and rear axle 

3.Front axle 

4.Wheels 

a)Tires 

b)Rings 
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5.Inside room 

a)Dashboard 

b)Seats 

6.The body 

a)Glass  

b)Right hand side door 

c)Left had side door 

d)Door screws  

7.The screws for under suspension system  

8.Final Check Out – Quality Control Station 

Table 6 – Bar Codes on Automobile parts  

No. 
Part 
Code Part Name 

No. of 
Parts/Vehicle Sample1 ………… Sample6 

1 A 
Suspension. 

System 1 A001 ………… A006 
2 B Engine 1 B001 ………… B006 
3 C Front Axle 1 C001 ………… C006 
4 D Tiers 4 D001 ………… D024 
5 E Rings 4 E001 ……… E024 
6 F Seats 1 F001 ………… F006 
7 G Dashboard 1 G001 ………… G006 

8 H 
Inside 
Room 1 H001 ………… H006 

9 I Right Door 1 I001 ………… I006 
10 J Left Door 1 J001 ………… J006 

11 K 
Door's 
Screws 2 K001 ………… K012 

12 L Glass 1 L001 ………… L006 
13 M The body 1 M001 ………… M006 

14 N 
Suspension 
System Scr. 2 N001 ……… N012 

(Bar codes used in the experimental model)  

4.4  Working model defined  

The Q-shaped working model of an Automotive Assembly line with a size of 

one squared meter wooden board is shown and explained above. Now the process of 

assembling each car and storing the data, via the Bar Code scanner and transferring it 

to a Philips Mifare-RFID tag, as it goes along the assembly line through each station 
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will be explained. As it was mentioned before the working model consist of eight 

stations and three sub stations.  

Station 1: The suspension system is moved to the assembly line to be scanned     

and record data on to the RFID tag 

Station 2: The engine with rear axle is scanned; the data is recorded on the tag 

and installed on the suspension system 

Station 3: Front axle is scanned and installed on the suspension system  

Station 4: The wheels with two substations 

a)The rings are scanned and the data is recorded on the tag 

b)The tire is scanned and attached to the ring then installed on the axles 

Station 5: The room with three substations 

a)The inside room is scanned and the data is recorded on the tag 

b)The dashboard is scanned and installed in the room 

c)The seat is scanned, data is recorded and installed to the room then installed 

on the suspension system 

Station 6: The body of the car includes five substations 

a)The body itself is scanned; the data is recorded on the tag 

b)The glass is scanned and installed to the body 

c)The right door is scanned and installed to the body 

d)The left door is scanned and installed to the body 

e)Door screws are scanned and screwed at their proper place then the body 

with the parts is installed on the suspension system 

Station 7: The suspension screws are scanned and the screws are tightened to 

the bottom of the car which holds the body and the suspension system together 

Station 8: Now the car is complete and all the parts are being placed at their 

proper locations; it is time for the final check out. The checking station is for checking 
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for any deficiencies that might have occurred within the assembly line. This station in 

other words is the quality control station which will check the final outcome of the 

assembly. 

A reader is mounted under the working model board under station eight which 

has the responsibility of reading the tag. The operator behind the monitor is the last 

one who checks for any misconduct within the stations. If there is something wrong 

with the assembling the car then it will go back to the start and go through the whole 

process one more time in order to correct the deficiencies occurring in the process.   

This model is meant to show how precisely RFID technology performs within 

the Automotive Industry. Using this RFID technology will reduce, or to put it in a 

better way, eliminates any error recording the data; there will be an enormous 

reduction in product shrinkage; less manpower will be required at the assembly line; 

and it saves time, increase production, safer and more efficient cars will be 

manufactured which means more profit. Advantages of this technology are seen at 

inventory management, assembly automation, asset management and after sale 

services such as in maintenance support, recalls and recycling. 

Figure 14 –Laminated assembly board  
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Figure 15- Laminated assembly board including parts 

 

Conclusion  

The experiment was performed on all six samples. There seemed to have been 

no problem with the samples after completion. All the data were recorded with no 

deficiencies. Some of the samples also went through tests where deficiencies were 

introduced on purpose, and in the result, it was shown where the defected part was 

assembled. The defected sample was sent to the start of the line and the defected part 

was replaced. 

The application of RFID technology for this Automotive Industry working 

model, performed rather well in an indoor area. It had proved that this system will 

work as perfectly in any Healthcare Institute. The results of this experiment, like 

many other pilots that had been performed by large and small companies for all sorts 

of reasons around the world, were remarkable.
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EPC/RFID Facts, Figures, and tables 
 

5. EPC/RFID Facts, Figures, and Tables 

 

RFID Technology in Supply Chain and Healthcare industries  
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Introduction 

The relationship of RFID Technology to Supply Chain and Healthcare 

industries are mentioned in this chapter together with their facts and figures. 

Wherever possible a figure explains the idea. Often, a table is supplanted to make the 

concept clearer.   

5.1   The concept of EPC/RFID in Supply Chain 

The uses of EPC/RFID within the supply chain are numerous. Most of those 

can result in industries becoming more efficient. A few of the concepts which 

ultimately could improve the system’s functionality are listed below. 

1. Suppliers can use RFID tags with unique EPC numbers and link business data 

to each EPC number.  

2. Suppliers send EPC data by Internet to a centralized EPC service (or may be 

straight to a supply chain partner).  

3. The centralized EPC service describes the data and sends it to other supply 

chain partners, and retailers.  

4. Through the centralized EPC service or by their internal EPC data hubs, supply 

chain partners will get details about every RFID tag read by their RFID readers. 

5.2   The concepts of EPC/RFID in healthcare industry  

The healthcare industry is another area which can benefit greatly from the 

concepts of EPC/RFID. A few of those concepts are listed below. 

1. Hospitals apply EPC/RFID to keep track of their assets, personals, and patients 

through a centralized database 

2. This system will provide easy access to the patient's records by the assigned 

personals  
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3. RFID tags on medicine cabinet will limit access to the medicine cabinet and 

will sound an alarm if an unauthorized personal opens it, and if it is used by an 

authorized person then the data will automatically be recorded on the database, 

and also if the patient is tagged with the RFID tag the medicine can be linked 

automatically to that patient. 

4. The right medicine will be given to the patient at the right time as it was 

prescribed by his/her physician 

5. RFID technology will prevent mismatching new born babies or the theft of 

these new born babies from the hospital 

6. Based on the mobile healthcare service as the most important part and the use 

of RFID in healthcare industry to develop positioning and identification 

application, and as far as infectious patients are concerned the real time 

information can be captured and offers the tracking mechanism to trace the 

complete history of all sort of patients, people are able to learn to protect 

themselves and reduce their fear while taking medical care. 

7. Prevention of counterfeit medicine ever entering the hospital or any other 

healthcare facility 

8. Prevention of medical errors which eventually causes the loss of life, according 

to estimates in U.S.A. alone 98000 people die each year because of medical 

error 

9. Minimizing the wrong surgery-site, wrong surgery and wrong patient surgeries. 

The surgical tools are of high values and the first to utilize RFID technology to 

mark anatomical site for surgery. It also offers protection for patient who is 

going under surgery. 

10. The list of such functions mentioned above with the RFID technology for 

saving lives within the healthcare industry is enormous and explaining each one 

is out of the scope of this thesis.  
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5.3   Functions of RFID in General 

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is the means of identifying a person or 

object through a radio frequency transmission. This new technological and not very 

complicated system can be used to identify, track, sort or detect a wide variety of 

objects. Communication takes place between a reader and a transponder (Silicon Chip 

connected to an antenna) often called a tag. 

Tags can either be active (powered by battery) or passive (powered by the 

reader field), and they come in various shapes and sizes which includes Smart Cards, 

Tags, Labels, grain size for animals and human, screw shaped for trees and wooden 

products, watches and even embedded in mobile phones. The communication 

frequencies used depends on the application, and ranges from 125 KHz to 2.45 GHz. 

Regulations are accepted by most countries (grouped into 3 Regional areas) to control 

frequency emissions and prevent interference with other Industrial, Scientific and 

Medical equipment. The figure below shows the map of the globe divided into three 

regions. (Lewis, S.,  2004) 

Figure 5-1 - Three regions of the world - RFID frequency map 

 
(Lewis, S.,  2004) 
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Table 5-1 - Three regions of the world – RFID frequency map 
Region 1 

 
Europe, Middle East, Africa and former Soviet Union 
including Siberia 

Region 2 
 

North and South America and pacific east of the International 
Date Line 

Region 3 
 

Asia, Australia and the Pacific Rim West of the International 
Date Line 

(Lewis, S.,  2004)   

5.3.1 REGION 1: 

In Europe, CEPT (European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications) 

has the responsibility of frequency assignment and output power for UHF regulations 

see publication ERC REC 70-73, which can be found at the web-site  

(http://www.ero.dk/doc98/official/pdf/rec7003e.pdf). Allocated UHF fixed band 

(869.3 –869.65 MHz), Power emissions limited to 500mW EIRP (expected to be 

enhanced to 2W in 2004). Readers must operate within a 10% duty cycle – No 

Frequency or channel hopping. 

5.3.2 REGION 2: 

In the USA, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).  For UHF 

regulations see the FCC-Part 15 (15.249), this can be found at the web site 

(http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara/waisidx_01/47cfr15_01.htm). Allocated UHF band 

(902-928 MHz), Max Power emission 4W EIRP - Frequency Hopping. 

5.3.3 REGION 3: 

In JAPAN, (MPHPT) Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts 

and Telecommunication Regulation: Japanese Radio Law, refers to ARIB (Standards 

Association of RFID). Industries and Business Japan has only recently announced the 

allocation of a UHF Frequency at 950 MHz. (Lewis, S.,  2004) 

http://www.ero.dk/doc98/official/pdf/rec7003e.pdf
http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara/waisidx_01/47cfr15_01.htm
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Table 5-2  - Passive tags, most frequent used RFID frequencies  
LF HF UHF MICROWAVE 

Frequency 
range 

<135KHz 13.56 MHz 860-930 MHz [1] 2.45 GHz 

Standard 
Specification 

ISO/IEC 18000-
2 

ISO/IEC 18000-3 
AutoID HF Class 1  
ISO 15693. ISO 14443 
(A/B) 

ISO/IEC 18000-6 
AutoID Class 0, 
Class 1 

ISO/IEC 18000-4 

Typical 
Read Range 

<0.5m ~1m ~4-5m [2] ~1m 

General Larger Antennas 
requiring in 
higher cost tags. 
Least susceptible 
to degradation 
from metals and 
liquids   

Less expensive than LF 
tags. Best suited for 
applications that do not 
require long range 
reading of high number 
of tags. This frequency 
has the widest 
application scope.  

In volume UHF tags 
have potential to be 
cheaper than LF or 
HF due to advances 
in IC design. Good 
for reading multiple 
tags at long range. 
More affected than 
LF and HF by 
performance 
degradation from 
metals and liquids 

Similar 
characteristics to 
UHF but faster read 
rates. Drawback is 
microwaves are 
much more 
susceptible to 
performance 
degradation from 
metals and liquids  

Tag power 
source 

Mainly passive 
using inductive 
coupling (near 
field) 

Mainly passive using 
inductive coupling 
(near field) 

Active and passive 
tags using E-Field 
back scatter in the far 
field 

Active and passive 
tags using E-Field 
back scatter in the 
far field 

Typical 
Applications 

Access control 
animal tagging, 
Vehicle 
immobilizers 

Smart cards. Access 
control, Payment, ID, 
Item level tagging, 
baggage control. 
Libraries, laundries, 
transport, apparel 

Supply chain pallet 
and Box tagging. 
Baggage handling, 
electronic toll 
collection 
 

Electronic toll 
collection, Real 
time Location of 
goods 

Notes  Largest installed 
base due to 
mature 
technology will 
be overtaken by 
higher frequency 

Currently the most 
available high 
frequency world-wide 
due to adoption of 
smart cards in transport 

Different frequencies 
and power allocated 
by different countries 
US 4W(EIRP), 915 
MHz Europe 0.5W 
(ERP) 856 MHz [2] 

5.8 GHz more or 
less abandoned for 
RFID 

Multiple tag 
read rate 

Slower                                                                                                     Faster 

Ability to 
read near 
metal or 
liquid 

 
Better                                                                                                       Worse 

Passive tag 
size 

Larger                                                                                                         Smaller 

   [1] Japan has recently announced allocation for 950 MHz band for RFID 
    [2] 4-5m is for unlicensed readers and 10m for site license in the US. In Europe with current power restrictions 
    only 33cm is achievable. This is expected to reach 2m as power emission increase from 0.5 Watts to 2 Watts. 
   (Source: Lewis, S.,  2004) 
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5.4 Components of an RFID Tag  

An antenna uses the electromagnetic field created by the reader to power the 

RFID tag internal circuits. The microchip then modulates the radio waves that the tag 

sends back to the reader, and the reader converts the data for use within the computer. 

The basic components of an RFID tag are listed in the table below. 

 
Table 5-3 - Three basic components of an RFID tag 

Component 
 

Function 
 

Silicon Chip Contains data about the object the tag is attached to 

Antenna Transmits or reflects to a RFID reader radio waves 
containing data about the object the tag is attached to 

Enclosure 
Embodies the complete package of silicon chip, 
antenna (with printed circuit board), and protective 
casing (such as label), which is applied to the object 

 (Source: Shutzberg, L., 2004) 

5.5 Tag Classes  

One way to categorize RFID tags is by their ability to read and write data. 

There are five classes of RFID tags each of them is defined in the exhibition below. 

EPCglobal has defined five classes which are similar to the ones defined for RFID. 

EPC tags and data on them are based on RFID tags. These five classes of tags are 

defined below: 

Table 5-4 - Different Tag Classes 
Class Known as Memory Power Source Application 

0 EAS EPC[1] None  EPC Passive Anti-theft Id 

1 EPC Read-Only Any Identification 

2 EPC Read-write Any Data logging 

3 Sensor Tags Read-write Semi-passive/Active Sensors  

4 Sensor tags Read-write Active Ad Hoc 

networking 

[1] The section on EPC standards evolution shows that the EPC class 0 is likely to evolve to a read-
write 
Source: Lewis, S.,  2004 
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CLASS 0 – READ ONLY. – Factory programmed:  

Class 0 tags are one of the simplest types of tags available in the market. Data 

on the tag is usually a simple ID number, which is written only once and read many 

times to/from the tag during manufacture. The memory is disabled via manufacture 

from any further updates on the tag. Class 0 is also used to define a category of tags 

called EAS (electronic article surveillance) or anti-theft devices, which have no ID, 

and only announce their presence when passing through an antenna field. 

CLASS 1 – WRITE ONCE READ ONLY (WORM) – 
Factory or User programmed: 

Tag is produced with no data written into the memory. Data can then 

either be written by the tag manufacturer or by the user one time and read many 

times.  

CLASS 2 – READ WRITE:   

This is the most flexible type of tag, where users have access to read and 

write data into the tags memory. They are normally used as data loggers, and 

contain more memory space than what is needed for just a simple ID number. 

CLASS 3 – READ WRITE – with on board sensors: 

These tags have on-board sensors for recording other data like 

temperature, pressure, and motion, which can be recorded by writing into the 

tags memory. As sensor readings must be taken in the absence of a reader, the 

tags can be either semi-passive or active. 

CLASS 4 – READ WRITE – with integrated transmitters:  

These types of tags are like miniature radio devices which can 

communicate with other tags and devices without the presence of a reader. This 

means that they are completely active with their own battery power source. 
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5.6 Comparing Identification Technologies:  

Bar codes have dominated world markets for identifying, tracking, and tracing 

products throughout the supply chain and in other sectors of industrial community for 

almost thirty years, and they are still a leading identification tool for many large 

companies, and will remain as one of the best identification tool for many years to 

come. Even though its usage has been distributed among all industries all over the 

world with high efficiency, but it can only achieve 90% efficiencies in all their 

activities, there are still number of deficiencies in the technology, but RFID, is able to 

provide a better solution and further optimization with 99% accuracy. 

Given that the RFID tags will not replace Bar Coded labels any time soon, it’s 

important to understand the distinct differences between these two Auto-Identification 

Technologies. (Lewis, S., 2004) 

The following table reflects some of these differences between Bar Code 

solutions and RFID Improved technological solutions. As it can be seen the benefits 

and the functionalities of the latest identification technology is far greater than Bar 

Codes.  

Table 5-5  – Comparison table between Bar Code & RFID 
Bar code deficiency RFID improved solution 

 
Line of sight technology Able to scan and read from different 

angles and through certain materials 
Unable to withstand harsh conditions 
(dust, Corrosive), must be clean and not 
deformed 

Able to function in much harsher 
environment 

No potential for further technology 
advancement 

Technology advancement possible due to 
new chip and packaging techniques 

Can only identify items generically and 
not as unique product 

EPC code will be able to identify 
uniquely typically up to 2^96 items 

Poor tracking technology, labor 
intensive and slow 

Potential to track items in real time as 
they move through supply chain 

Source: Lewis, S.,  2004  

5.7 Benefits of early adopters of the RFID system  

It is to the organizations prime benefit to start using the RFID system now, or 

even start the investigation on these technological phenomena which is making an 
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enormous breakthrough within the world industrial organizations. As the graph shows 

those who start adopting this state of the art technology will benefit more from it than 

those who wait to see what happens to the future of RFID. As the dispersion graph 

below shows, it is highly recommended that if you want to stay on top of the 

technological advancement such as EPC/RFID then start using it now. It is in the best 

interests of manufacturing industries as well as any other industry to be in the early 

majority of innovation adopters of the new technology. (Shutzberg, L., 2004) 

Figure5-2 - Benefits of Early adopters of RFID technology 

  Source: Lewis, S.,  2004 

5.8 Technical Standards of Radio Frequency Identification  

The following table shows the existing standards used for RFID implementation. 

Table 5-6  - Technical Standards of RFID 
Standard Description 

ISO 18000 ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 31/WG 4/SG 3 RFID 
for Item Management Air Interface 

ISO 18000-1 Generic Parameters for Air Interface for 
Global Interface   

ISO 18000-2 Parameters for Air Interface <135 kHz 
ISO 18000-3 Parameters for Air Interface at 13.56 

MHz 
ISO 18000-4 Parameters for Air Interface at 2.45 GHz 
ISO 18000-5 Parameters for Air Interface at 5.8 GHz 

ISO 18000-6 Parameters for Air Interface at 860-
930MHz* 

ISO 18000-7 Parameters for Air Interface at 433.92 
MHz** 

Source: Lewis, S.,  2004  
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5.9 Issues with RFID Readers, Frequencies, and protocols  

There are several types RFID readers including conveyor belts, portal, forklift, 

and handheld devices among many of the others. Each type of the readers comes in 

many sizes and shapes. Each reader is manufactured to read certain tags (such as 

passive, semi-active, or active) using specific frequency ranges (such as low, high, 

UHF, or microwave) and is configured to read certain protocols.  

Wal-Mart, the largest retailer in the world, uses passive tags along with the 

EPCglobal 96-bit EPC standard. They are using readers manufactured to work with a 

specific UHF frequency range (902 to 928 MHz). These aspects of RFID present a 

number of issues today, some of those are explained below. (Shutzberg, L., 2004) 

5.9.1 False Negatives and False Positives 

RFID readers most of the time will run into two conditions, false negatives 

and false positives. A false negative occurs when a valid tag passes within the 

prescribed range of RFID reader, but the reader does not recognize the tag. This 

occurs in many instances, such as:  

a)A tag is placed deep inside a pallet,  

b)Reader signals are blocked or absorbed by substances such as metal or water, 

and 

c)A case tag is not fit to a specific circumstances properly (tag reads are more 

successful when tags are perpendicular to reader signals).  

A false positive occurs when a tag accidentally passes within range of a RFID 

reader but was not to be read. False negatives and false positives often occur with 

closely packed items where multiple tags within close distance of each other. 

(Shutzberg, L., 2004) 
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5.9.2 Malfunctioning RFID Readers 

If RFID standards are to stay the same for years to come, then suppliers will 

have to continue to improve RFID readers to fulfill the needs of all industries. 

Tomorrow’s readers will be more reliable, faster, ready for future protocols, capable 

of reading over longer ranges, and smarter about detecting and correcting errors. 

As the matter of the fact, suppliers of RFID readers are now working on the 

new generation of readers. These new readers will have the capability to detect a 

specified tag in an environment of multiple readers. In this case that specific reader 

will only read the tag with a predefined description.  

RFID reader's malfunction, it is a fact, just like any other machines that 

malfunctions, RFID readers do tend to malfunction at times. The key is in knowing 

when the malfunctions happen and be able to pinpoint these problems as they surface. 

Companies must have plans for fallback procedures for when readers do not work 

properly and develop strategies for knowing when readers malfunction. (Shutzberg, 

L., 2004) 

5.9.3 RFID Frequency Standards 

Wal-Mart and others in the U.S. and Canada have agreed on a standard 

frequency range for RFID. Europe has announced its own standard frequency range 

(862 to 870 MHz). Other parts of the world have also announced frequency ranges of 

their own, and some are different from both the U.S. and European standard. As a 

result, companies shipping internationally must be aware of the different frequency 

ranges as they test their RFID capabilities. 

5.9.4 Future Changes in RFID Protocol Standards 

To decide RFID protocol standard, Wal-Mart and other organizations were 

limited to what today’s technology can support. EPCglobal™ has identified several 

classes of RFID tags but has finalized protocols for only two of them (both 

technology developers, standard protocols will be finalized for higher-functioning 

passive tags and for semi-active and active tags. Different retailers will select and 

make use of different RFID protocol standards). Varying protocol standards will have 
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significant impact for others in the supply chain, including possible overnight 

replacement of some thing new for today’s RFID tags and readers. Companies must 

proceed carefully before investing in bulk purchases of RFID tags and readers. As 

opposed to the one's expectations, bulk purchases of RFID  tags and readers are 

exactly what the industry needs to reduce the cost of tags and readers.  

5.10 EPC Structure  

The idea on an industry-standard EPC number is that suppliers can send 

retailers RFID tags coded with just an EPC number. Retailers and/or other supply 

chain partners can then use the EPC number to access details about each EPC, 

including product, production, and customer order information through Internet. This 

is all a theory now which will eventually become a reality within near future. All 

preparations have been made in order for EPC to gain power in the Supply Chain and 

in all the other industries as well. 

5.11 Types of EPC/RFID tags in use 

In the Electronic Product Code based on RFID Tags, there are four fields: a 

header, defining the variety of EPC among a number of possible structures; a domain 

manager number which is a manufacturer number; an object class which is equivalent 

to a product number; and a serial number. In the Figure 18 & Table 13, the various 

parts to the EPC structure are shown clearly. 

Figure 18 - Different types of the Electronic Product Code 

 

Source: Auto-ID Center, 2003, Structure of some EPC codes 
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Table 5-7 – EPC Structure’s four elements 
Element Function 

 
Header The length EPC number, including the number, type and 

version 
EPC manager  The company or entity responsible for managing the next 

two EPC elements 
Object class The item (for example, the SKU or Consumer Unit) 
Serial number A unique serial number for all items in a given object class 
Source: Shutzberg, L., 2004 

The Table 14 gives the size in bits of each field for the four variations of EPC. 

The table also indicates, for each variation, the leading bits, i.e. the most significant 

bits, of the header. 

Table 5-8 - EPC-96 and EPC-64 bits structure 
EPC™ TYPE        Header    First      Domain      Object        Serial             Total 
                               Size         Bits       Manager     Class          Number 

96 Bit                        8             00         28                24             36                    96  
64 Bit Type I            2              01         21               17              24                   64 
64 Bit Type II           2             10         15                13              34                   64 
64 Bit Type III          2             11         26                13              23                   64 
Source: Auto-ID Center,  1, 2003 

5.12 Investment on Implementation for RFID Technology   

Most of the focus around the cost of RFID has been and will be on the price of 

RFID transponders (chips or tags). But implementing a full functional RFID system 

will eventually create multiple costs. These costs include the following:  

5.12.1 Tags 

The cost of tags varies with each company depending on the number of tags 

purchased. The use of tags at present time for many companies has potential for being 

the greatest single cost line item for major consumer goods. Companies shipping 

millions of cases and pallets each year to different retailers with RFID mandates 

policy.  
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5.12.2 Tag Readers 

The cost of tag readers vary from as low as $1,000 to several thousand dollars 

for higher-functioning models. The number of readers will also vary depending on 

many factors, including the scope of RFID deployment.  

5.12.3 Tag printers 

The cost of tag printers also varies over a range of up to several thousand 

dollars per printer. The number of printer will also vary depending on many factors, 

including the scope of RFID deployment.  

5.12.4 Middleware 

The cost of RFID infrastructure which is capable of supporting and managing 

RFID related data varies depending on the number of locations for deployment, 

environmental conditions at each location, and other complexities.  

5.12.5 Strategy and Consulting Costs for Beginners 

The cost for RFID strategy and technology consulting also varies where cost is 

caused by multiple phases as RFID initiatives are imagined and pilots are conducted. 

Primary consulting fee could be as little as $50,000 but can easily go up to hundreds 

of thousands dollars and possibly millions depending on the scope of RFID 

deployment.  

 

5.12.6 Research and Development 

The cost for RFID research and development can vary based on the needs for 

R&D and includes costs such as labor, testing equipment, and consulting.  

The cost for changes to internal business systems also varies based on many 

factors such that it includes costs such as software upgrades, internal resource cost, 

and optional third-party cost for custom-development and/or system configuration 

changes. It also includes the cost for integration with RFID middleware, which is 
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difficult to estimate and it can be more expensive than any other costs of RFID 

deployment, especially for larger consumer goods companies.  

5.12.7 Other added costs 

The cost for implementation, training, and change management is a potentially 

significant cost and it is different for every company. The cost for third-party service 

provider fees is another likely cost that includes annual sales-based subscription fee 

for EPCglobal as well as subscription fees for service providers. The cost for 

additional labor is needed with today’s RFID deployments since suppliers can not 

achieve full inline integration with their manufacturing equipment. This cost varies 

depending on the number of tags and tagging stations. RFID investments can grow 

considerably as more advanced capabilities are pursued, including:  

The cost for equipment and/or engineering work around the placement of 

readers and tagging equipment throughout the plant floor and warehouse could be 

significant if more seamless integration is desired with conveyors, portals, 

transporting vehicles, and such.  

The cost for specialized, network-connected tagging apparatus that are offered 

by various suppliers, including plant floor machinery manufacturers, could be 

significant if these specialized tools are to be used. ( Shutzberg, L., 2004) 

The Chart below shows the tag prices comparing with Bar Code labeling:  

Figure 5-4 - Device cost for various RFID technologies 

 
Source: AMR Research Center- Executive Conference 
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5.13 Growth rate of RFID tag production  

The volume of tag production world wide is estimated to reach over fifty 

billion tags by the year 2013. The following chart is from InkWorld Magazine issued 

on Nov. 2003. 

Figure 5-5 - RFID Tag Growth Rate Up to Year 2013 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                  Source: InkWorld Magazine, “Potential is Tremendous,” 2003 

5.14 FDA Investigation over Counterfeit Drugs  

FDA (Food and Drug Administration in USA) counterfeit drug investigations 

have increased since year 2000(See FDA investigations chart below). These 

investigations have been conducted over organized criminal operations that are in 

constant search to find ways to introduce faked drug products that may closely look 

like the original real drugs and may contain only inactive ingredients, incorrect 

ingredients, improper dosages, sub-potent or super-potent ingredients, or may even be 

harmful. Drug counterfeiting does create a real public health and safety problems 

today, which can cause a loss of life of many, and may even cause a greater threat in 

the future. If preventative measures are not taken now. Drug counterfeiters will keep 

finding new ways to make fake products and introduce them into the market around 

the world. One way to fight the counterfeiters and stop them from causing a real threat 

within the world markets is the use of EPC/RFID technology. This is a perfect unified 

system which will win the war against drug counterfeiters, and minimizes the real 

danger facing the pharmaceutical within healthcare centers that can be the first cause 

for the loss of life all over the world. (U.S. Food & Drug Administration, 2004) 
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Figure 5-6 – Open FDA cases versus number of years 
 
 
 

 

 

 
Source:  FDA illustrates its investigations during 1997-2003 

Conclusion 

After investigating the facts, figures and the charts mentioned in this chapter, 

we may agree to the point on necessity of applications of RFID Technologies in the 

industry. Furthermore, it can be said that RFID Technology is the key answer to many 

of the existing pharmaceutical problems that exists in the markets worldwide. 
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Introduction 

In the new economy, supply chains are necessary to serve varied markets 

across the globe, deliver custom-configures products, change plans at a moment’s 

notice, together with speed and precision never deemed possible before. The 

managers need to work with multiple partners to monitor activities which are moving 

together and to solve problems and delays which can throw things into disarray. 

The challenge to compete and stay on top is tough but not impossible. The 

Supply Chain Management (SCM) tools, can manage processes, inventories, assets 

and partners, and to perform simple tracking of shipments to sophisticated monitoring 

of complex business flows within major processes. The ability to perform event 

management within supply chain is an important factor, providing the ability to 

deliver additional value to the customers and integrated services, such as forward 

notifications, simulations and adaptive collaborations. This in turn leads reduced costs 

via improved control over business processes, elimination blind spots in the supply 

chain, automation many vendor specific activities and ability to immediately flag 

problems. Furthermore, increased customer satisfaction becomes possible, provided 

by the order status information, and resolution of critical situations before causing 

damages. Finally, an increased partner satisfaction would arise by the close 

collaborations possible via forward sharing of information. 

In short, a successful Supply Chain Management solution can use six basic 

steps to help companies manage events in the entire supply chain: 

1.Define specific targets for specific business objects, such as a shipment 

2.Post event messages to report actual performance of business objects 

3.Detect existing and upcoming problems by comparing actual performance 

with expected performance 

4.Resolve problems by merging managerial attention and collaborative 

problem solving procedures. 

5.learn from historic event data 

6.Adapt performance targets or operating procedures to prevent future 

problems  
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The increasing complexity in the Global Supply Chain networks is the driving 

force for businesses to look for new ways to optimize their supply chain networks. 

This is turn results in data visibility and decrease fixed and working capital.  

 Thus, the consumer and regulatory requirements are fulfilled, and the accurate 

tracking and handling product information becomes a reality. The use of the Radio 

Frequency Identification can help companies meet these goals by providing the 

accurate real-time information at their finger tips, during their move across the value 

chain and by those who might need this information to gain insight and automate the 

related business processes. 

6.1   Summary of RFID Solutions in Supply Chain (SCM) 

The RFID concept as applied to the Supply Chain Management is a topic 

discussed widely in the business integration firms and companies providing SCM 

solutions. The area is being heavily invested in, and the long term benefits of this can 

be realized when the technology begins to emerge in solutions presented by various 

companies. Some of the solutions and working technology models are discussed 

below. 

6.1.1   IBM’s RFID solution: 

The IBM’s Radio Frequency Identification solutions are assembled according 

to the RFID architectural framework called the IBM RFID Solution Domain Mode. 

The WebSphere RFID Solution middleware is the backbone of IBM’s solutions, 

providing the care infrastructure for connecting RFID devices into enterprise business 

systems. 

The architecture of the IBM RFID Solution Domain Architecture is shown in 

the figure below, and includes the domains of Tagged Object, Reader, Edge, Premises, 

Business Process Integration, Enterprise and Business Application, Systems 

Management, and Object Directory domains. 

According to the IBM’s architecture, Tagged Object Domain are the tagged 

products in the supply chain or any other assets or locations that are intended to be 

tracked or monitored, such as sensors and tags. These objects are also considered to 
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be mobile, which means that they can be moved across different RFID infrastructures 

and hence strict interoperability requirements are required, ideally addressed through 

open standards. The Antenna and Reader Device Domain is the interface between the 

physical world of objects, tags, radio frequencies and the world of software systems. 

The Edge Domain includes the functionality such as filtering and aggregating 

volumes of data provided by the readers, supporting the analysis of data and applying 

local decision making and intelligence, as well as being compatible with readers from 

multiple vendors. 

The Premises Domain is the intermediary between enterprise applications and 

the Edge Domain. The Premises Domain filters and aggregates, monitors and 

escalates RFID events to detect critical business operations, while at the same time 

providing the ability for tracking and logging all important information on products 

and locations and manages downstream components in other domains, such as readers 

and RFID controllers. 

The Business Process Integration Domain is the means of connecting the 

RFID Infrastructure to enterprise applications. The Business Processes Integration 

will require customization to match a given enterprise environment, while at the same 

time acting as the business-to-business hub for automatic transactions between trading 

partners. The Enterprise and Business Applications Domain contains the existing 

applications that require information about product movement captures by the RFID 

infrastructure. These applications correspond to an organization’s mix of business 

requirements including systems to help ordering, managing or supplying goods and 

that can be greatly enhanced by being able to automatically monitor product 

movement. Some examples if these systems are ERP and SCM. The Object Directory 

Domain provides information about the physical object using its unique ID as the 

lookup key, providing means for rapid retrieval or product information and also 

provides a framework for allowing companies to securely share product information 

with trading partners. The EPCglobal Network consists of the Object Naming Service 

(ONS), Electronics Product Code Discovery Service (EPCDS), and Electronic 

Product Code Information Service (EPCIS), providing the means for the delivery of 

Core Product Information, Manufacturing Time Information, and Life Cycle History 

Information. 
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The System Management Domain allows customers to start the RFID systems 

and maintenance of the systems, as well as the capability to remotely deploy and 

manage applications in a distributed environment, as well as remotely monitoring, 

configuring or updating software and firmware in deployed assets such as antennas, 

readers and servers. 

The Security and Privacy Management is an essential part of the IBM’s RFID 

architecture and as the RFID becomes an integral part of the enterprise wide data 

management system, IT systems must be resistant to security and privacy breaches, 

while at the same time proving the ability for a customer to extend their existing 

security infrastructure to the reader level without compromising the network. (IBM 

Redbooks, 2005) 

Figure 6-1 - IBM RFID Solution Domain Model 

 
Source: IBM Redbooks 

6.1.1.1 Implementation of IBM RFID solution: 

The main elements of the IBM’s RFID solutions are the relevant IBM 

software products. Some software like the WebSphere RFID Solution middleware is 

designed specifically for RFID solutions, while the development, integration, or 

management of the RFID solution is performed by other products. As shown in the 

figure below, the main components of the WebSphere RFID Solution are WebSphere 
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RFID Premises Server, WebSphere RFID Device Infrastructure, and WebSphere 

Business Integration Server. (IBM Redbooks, 2005) 

Figure 6-2 - IBM RFID Solution Domain and the mapping to WebSphere 

 
Source: IBM Redbooks 

6.1.1.2 The Back-Door Receiving sample RFID scenario 

The complete RFID solution from IBM, was tested at the IBM test centers in 

United States. A picture of this setup is shown below. 
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Figure 6-3 - The Dock Door receiving Scenario  

 
Source: IBM Redbooks 

Many factors influence the performance of a fully deployed RFID solution, 

such as the type of network over which the solution is deployed, the nature of the back 

end system, the intricacy of message routing, the performance of individual 

components, and the load under which the system is stressed, i.e. tags, I/O usage, etc. 

Figure 25: System Performance Breakdown 

 
Source: IBM Redbooks 

In this manner, the tag data flows up the domains until it reaches the 

Integration Domain, otherwise known as the Enterprise back-end system, where it is 

converted into a response that flows back down the domains. 

This time line represents the relative performance in a fully optimized system. 

Most users are mainly concerned with the end-to-end system response time, meaning 
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the time it takes for the response to be displayed at the reader after a tag is read by that 

reader, represented here by (R out) - (R in). However, the optimization of some of the 

segments   in between these two points can have a drastic effect on this total response 

time. Obviously, the bulk of the end-to-end message flow is concentrated in the 

Premises and Integration Domain Processing, which greatly depends on the nature of 

the enterprise back-end system that is used by the Integration Domain to evaluate the 

tag read and issue a response. For instance, if the tag data is being compared to a short 

list that is stored locally, the processing time will be a great deal faster than using a 

nationwide enterprise application that accesses a remote database to evaluate the tag 

data and issue a response. 

Likewise, the RFID readers, Edge Controllers, and Premises Servers all 

communicate via TCP/IP so the networks that connect each of these components can 

either enhance or hinder the performance of the segment of the time line associated 

with that domain. 

When considering the performance of the end-to-end RFID solution, the 

complete WebSphere IBM RFID Solution that was configured to use a single 

Premises 

Server, a single Edge Controller, and a single RFID reader. All of these 

components were running on the same network, and tag validation was done locally, 

by a back-end simulator running on the Premises Server. In this manner, test results 

were isolated to the IBM WebSphere RFID Solution and independent of any end user 

specific Integration Domain processing performance. The following hardware was 

used: 

1.RFID reader simulator running on Windows 2000 Server machine. 

2.Edge Controller running on the Arcom Viper platform (embedded Linux) 

3.Premises Server running on Windows 2000 Server with Service Pack 4 

4.Dual 2.8 GHz CPUs 

5.3.5 GB RAM 

In the end-to-end system response time, the RFID reader simulator was used to 

send tag reads and measure response times. It was found that the end-to-end system 
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response time for a single tag read is well below two seconds, such that (R out) - (R 

in) < two seconds. 

When considering the Premises Server’s tag handling rate, the RFID reader 

simulator also had the ability to send tag reads at ever increasing rates in order to 

stress the system. In this way, it was found that the maximum tag read rate that the 

Premises Server could handle was around five tags per second. This means that the 

rate at which tag data reaches the Premises Server (P in) can not exceed five times per 

second in order to uphold the end-to-end system response time of two seconds. (IBM 

Redbooks, 2005) 

Table 6-1 Stages in System Performance Breakdown 
Stage Definition

R in The RFID reader reads a tag

E in The Edge Controller receives the tag read

P in The Premises receives the filtered tag data from the Edge Controller

P out The Premises forwards the response to the Edge Controller

E out The Edge Controller enables the RFID reader output

R out The final output by the RFID reader
Source: IBM Redbooks 

6.1.2 SAP’s RFID solution: 

In this regard, the company SAP AG has been active. The SAP RFID 

technology allows companies to bring together the loop between acquiring data and 

converting it to meaningful information, as well as automating all associated 

transaction and processes. The company stresses on the following points on 

deployment of RFID technology: 

1. Effective tracking and tracing of individual items, cases or pallets across 

systems and partner networks to improve customer service, detect shrinkage and 

counterfeits and support the efficient distribution of assets. 

2. Enhanced supplier relationships through data exchange standards and 

harmonized master data across the company’s extended partner network.  
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3. Improved responsiveness to RFID compliance mandates to encode and 

associate RFID tags and communicate electronic product code (EPC) data through 

standard data interchange messages.  

4. Preventive maintenance to manage the asset life cycle actively through the 

combination of sensors and RFID tags. SAP RFID technology helps companies 

predict equipment malfunctions, reduce total equipment life-cycle costs and improve 

service levels.( Capone, G., 2004) 

6.1.2.1 SAP's Model: 

The acronym SAP stands for "Systems, Applications, Products" . The 

company SAP AG, headquartered in Walldorf, Germany, is the third-largest software 

company in the world and the world's largest inter-enterprise software company. The 

NetWeaver platform from SAP is their solution for the integration of RFID into their 

existing information technology platform. There are two main functionalities 

supported by SAP RFID platform: 

1. Supply chain execution. SAP RFID includes capabilities to enhance the ability 

to pick, pack, track and trace inventory. This creates added value through 

improved distribution operation visibility.  

2. Enterprise asset management. SAP RFID includes capabilities to improve the 

ability to identify equipment, select work orders, record work and update 

equipment history. These enable companies to drive new business value 

through increased efficiency during maintenance and inspection processes, 

accurate and up-to-date information on physical assets, and better 

safeguarding of plant integrity. (SAP - Radio Frequency Identification 

Technology for SAP) 

The various components of the SAP RFID model are described below: 

1.  SAP Auto-ID Infrastructure integrates auto-ID data into business processes by 

enabling management, communication and association of RFID data as well as 

communication with automation systems and auto-capture devices (including 

RFID, barcodes and sensors). 
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2. SAP Event Management provides information services related to RFID tags 

and EPC, cross-warehouse and cross-company inventory visibility powered by 

auto-ID data; exchange of tracking data between business partners; and 

automated triggering and alert notification of expected and unexpected actions. 

3. SAP Enterprise Portal provides a single, unified view and role-based access to 

RFID data and information, both within a company and across extended 

supply chain networks. 

4. ERP adaptors provide integration into supply chain execution processes 

handled in existing SAP R/3 environments (versions4.6C and higher). 

5. SAP Web Application Server  unites RFID infrastructure with the 

interoperability and flexibility of Web services technology. 

6. SAP Exchange Infrastructure provides open integration technologies that 

support process-centric collaboration among SAP and non-SAP components, 

both within and beyond enterprise boundaries. 

7. SAP Mobile Infrastructure provides the technical foundation for enterprise 

mobility, extending SAP solutions beyond the company’s own walls. 

6.1.2.2  SAP’s Model: Planning and Implementation 

Data transmitted via Radio Frequency Identification can provide reports on 

inventories and flow of goods that are virtually in real time. This data can give more 

frequent and detailed reports on your assets around the world. But because RFID is 

relatively new, a careful planning is required. The SAP’s RFID enabled services 

provide the tools necessary to bring about this change.  

Some pitfalls to consider in implementing RFID are regulatory compliance 

and customer needs, which can have the effect of cutting costs in supply chain 

network. A careful planning and implementation can help provide a smooth transition, 

while at the same time an early ROI. For example, majority of present RFID systems 

are proprietary systems that are difficult and costly to integrate into existing supply 

chain operations and reporting. 

The mySAP business suit is a comprehensive family of business applications 

that allow companies to manage their entire value chain. The Netweaver (server) 

Platform powers the mySAP business suit which provides a practical approach 
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ensuring reliable operation. The mySAP SCM is a chain solution that integrates 

collaboration, planning, execution, and coordination of the entire supply chain 

network. mySAP SCM is the SAP solution to Warehouse management. Any 

warehouse structure can be mapped according to its requirements, resulting in 

increased speed and efficiency of distribution processes and optimizes internal goods 

movements. 

The initial steps in moving forward with an RFID plan is assessment. The 

various factors to consider are: 

1. The organization’s environment 

2. What is needed to RFID-enable your supply chain network quickly and 

easily? 

3. What is required to meet mandates and regulations? 

The business processes, technical infrastructure and methods for handling and 

capturing RFID data need to be checked and evaluated on company basis accordingly. 

Capone, G., R., 2004)  

6.1.2.3 Bare minimum system: 

The steps required to a successful RFID implementation can be defined in a 

bare minimum system, which can be as below: 

1. The creation of a stand-alone system that simply captures and tracks electronic 

product code locally. 

2. The usage of RFID as a minor adjunct to existing systems, simply to report 

faulty equipment for repair, or to enhance shipment notifications and invoices 

with EPC information as you prepare to transmit data for the customers notice. 

3. The full integration of RFID into existing applications and business processes 

for improvement of adaptability and competitive advantage. 

The main point is that the focus of RFID deployment is should be to bring 

about significant increase in the ability to track goods throughout the supply chain, 

and data can then be used throughout the enterprise to help reduce inventory time, 

improve the distribution network and demand forecasting. (IBM Redbooks, 2005) 
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6.1.2.4 Possible application areas: 

The retailers particularly aggressive in the RFID application areas are 

consumer packages goods and pharmaceutical companies. The example in this area 

can be to reduce the out of stock situation by installing readers in some areas such as 

the receiving dock to register case and pallet delivery, between the store room ad 

retail floor, to record case movement to the shelves, or at the trash compactor were the 

RFID reader can scan the boxes to confirm the goods have reached the customers. 

Further improvements are possible if the real-time tracking of the stock is desired. 

The domino effect that this has causes other improvements to become possible.  

It is possible to bring about major results with small investments in time, and 

for example a plan can be developed in about a week’s time. It is important to have 

the immediate long-range requirements in mind when designing for the RFID plan. 

An example plan can be broken down into the: 

1. Integration of all automated communication devices, such as bar code, 

Bluetooth and RFID devices 

2. Usage of SAP Auto-ID component data by relevant applications 

3. Tracking and exchange of SAP Auto-ID data through systems of supply chain 

partners 

4. Role-based access to data 

5. Integration of SAP and non-SAP applications 

It is important to determine the following prior to an RFID implementation: 

1. Whether and how business processes are to be changed 

2. The number and type of products or components to be tracked 

3. The location and environment involved 

4. Budget constraints 

5. Custom technology, integration and other requirements 

The final step is to make a case validation and review, project plan and 

sequence, and a rough estimate of time and deliverables involved in implementation. 
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6.2 RFID Implementations world-wide: 

A few samples of the RFID implementation technology within few industries 

are explained in the following paragraphs.  

6.2.1 International Paper: 

The largest supplier of international paper, International Paper (IP), moved 

into fully automated RFID warehouse tracking system since August 2003. Their RFID 

infrastructure is based on the clamp-truck-mounted RFID readers and proprietary 

software, providing ability to track the inventory items to 6 inches from its location. 

The main feature of the warehouse tracking is the elimination of RFID portals in 

tracking the inventory movement. The removing of portals significantly improves the 

system performance; tags are placed in the paper role’s core. The readers read through 

many inches of paper to read the paper the tag information. 

6.2.2 Scottish & Newcastle: 

A UK brewer called Scottish and Newcastle began using RFID tags a few 

years ago. The goal is to track millions of beer kegs that were sent to various  

locations. Using the RFID technology has saved this firm $25 million per year when 

the kegs, not returned were checked for or replaced. It is also easy to keep track of the 

kegs on filling, distribution, etc.  

6.2.3 Proctor & Gamble: 

In order to speed up production at their manufacturing plant, Proctor & 

Gamble required loading 33 pallets in 20 minutes onto a delivery vehicle. The use of 

RFID tags on pallets resulted in a speed increase of 40% with a 100% speed accuracy. 

The system operates in such a way, that the workers apply the Class 1 tags 

manually to the cases. Once the cases are labeled, they are sent to the conveyer belt. 

There the readers with their antennas up on their side write RFID information EOC 

number to the tag. Continuing down the conveyer belt, a second reader checks the 

correctness of the information. Next, the information is stored in the central database 

which allows the company to track any specific case. On retrieval of the case, it is 
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placed in such way that is facing upwards. Once they are placed on the conveyer belt 

towards the distribution center, the tags on the pallet are read as they move down the 

corridor. On storage of the tag in the facility, the geographical information is entered 

into the tag, and later the software checks the information stored in the tags with those 

ordered. (Capone, G., 2004) 

6.2.4 Airbus Spares Support and Service Division:  

The Spares Support and Services division of aircraft manufacturer Airbus 

decided to deploy new technology – radio frequency identification (RFID) – to 

automate its processes for renting and maintaining its specialist tools. It will also 

record the history of the tools. The tools which are to be lent out and highly 

specialized tools needed by some 250 customers in year 2003. The Hamburg-based 

customer service center stocks 11500 tools, some fitted with RFID tags. The passive 

technology is necessary in aircraft industry to prevent interference with aircraft 

equipment. The 2Kbit memory capacity of each tag stores the necessary information 

per tool. The integration of SP R/3 with the tools RFID tag is the goal, instead of the 

previous Access Database which only stored the information locally. According to the 

company statistics, an average of 6.5 days is necessary to deliver a tool to the 

customer if the right information is available. The reason for the delay is that the tools 

have to be taken to the Airbus shop tool, even tough they are needed at another 

maintenance center. There are also hurdles such as incorrect matching of data between 

locally installed Access Databases and the tags on the tools. The work was started on 

the SAP integration in 2004. As the center began working on the prototype, specialists 

from SAP, LogicaCMG, and Kortenburg put their head together to bring forward the 

plan. The final solution was that the SAP R/3 key components, with modifications to 

fit the aircraft industry. The middleware manufacturer Korternburg interfaces via 

XML with the SAP R/3 key components via the SAP Exchange Infrastructure 2.0 

(XI). In this way, there is room for change until further point in time and as transition 

becomes effective. From here on, the SCM event manager triggers the processes and 

workflows both internally and externally. Thus, a customer is informed when a tool 

becomes available and has been shipped. (Pierre Steffen, 2004) 
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6.3 Sun Microsystems’s RFID solution: 

The company has been active in the field of Radio Frequency Identification 

with series of RFID Industry Solution Architectures (ISAs) to address problems 

specific to various industries. These are detailed guidelines that provide a strong, 

tested design that can be used to meet immediate requirements. 

In the Distribution and Logistics, the company Sun’s Industry Solution 

Architecture is an end-to-end architecture for using RFID technology for warehouse 

management and advancement shipment notification. In the context of Electronics 

Data Interchange (EDI) standard 856, an ASN is generated and sent to the customer 

providing notice of the shipment, as well as proving the means of tracking. 

In order to provide for the above, the company Sun’s solution includes the Sun 

Java System RFID Software, including Event Manager and Information Server, which 

collect, filter and log RFID tag data. The compliance with the Application-Level 

Events (ALE).  

In the system architecture, RFID readers scan the RFID tags and pass the 

information to the java System RFID Event Manager. The ISA can include any RFID 

reader that can integrate with the Java System RFID Event Manager. The system 

includes the RFID printers, which are capable of programming the RFID tags with the 

appropriate data. The integration middleware, which is responsible for taking the data 

from Java System RFID Software to the enterprise integration system (EIS) 

application, using standards-based integration middleware included in the Java 

Enterprise System or from vendors like SeeBeyond. There is also a warehouse 

management system, which improves inventory, and optimizes for the distribution 

environment by maximizing space utilization and increasing labor productivity.(Sun 

Microsystems, 2005) 

6.4 Value estimation of RFID Technology within SCM 

Use of RFID technology helps to automate the transfer process pallets from 

the any supplier distribution center to its retail stores, the same figures also will come 

to aid SCM around the world or any other distribution center such as Wal-Mart. 
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The estimated project cost is shown below. 

Table 16: Cost estimation breakdown 
The estimated project cost  

RFID Equipment                                             $59,055.20 

Installation and Integration Services              $90,000.00 

Total:   $149,055.20 

RFID Tag Cost (per pallet transferred)        $0.85 

 Qty Expense 

Estimated Pallets Moved/Month                  100 $255.00 

 250 $637.50 

 500 $1275.00 

 1000 $2550.00 
Using RFID technology causes an approximate direct savings of $9.10 per pallet as a result of elimination of manual processes.  

Source: RFID Wizards Inc. 

6.4.1 Detailed Process of RFID Technology 

RFID technology affects the following processes in supply chain management: 

· Generate Transfer Order 

· Pick Transfer Order 

· Create Skid Manifest 

· Ship Transfer Order 

· Receive Transfer Order 

· Check in Transfer Order 

It will also add two new processes: 

· RFID Tag Inventory Management 

· RFID System support 
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Table 6-3 -  Players & Equipment using RFID technology 
Cost      
Actor:                        $0.3033    
Avg. Cost                 $18.20             per hour ($14.00+ 30%  

Overhead)             
 

 $0.3033           per 
minute 

   

      
Player/Equipment  Unit of time 

measurement  
Cost per 
time 
unit         

Hours of  
operation   

Effected 
by new  
process 

Would 
require 
retraining 

Warehouse worker   Minute   $0.3033 N/A             Yes            Yes 
Inventory control 
clerk       

Minute $0.3033                      

Reader aggregator    Second             $0.0000    N/A             N/A           N/A             
Dock door RFID 
reader      

Second   $0.0000    N/A             N/A           N/A             

RFID handheld         Second $0.0000    
Source: RFID Wizards Inc. 

6.4.2 Application analysis: 

There is always difficulty in deciding where RFID suits the best because 

everyone has different definitions. Here are some examples mentioned by IDTechEx , 

of case-studying sporting marathons: they had to decide whether to report separately 

every marathon where a tag is behind the runners number and in the runner's shoe, or 

to create one case study that covered all of the marathons.  

Now, of the smaller RFID sectors, passenger/transport/automotive, 

leisure/sports, financial/security/safety books/libraries/archiving seems to be moving 

forward faster than the application of RFID in manufacturing possibly because there 

are more reported ROI(return on investment). The small number of laundries using 

RFID is increasing slowly even though they absorb double the number of tags 

currently used in libraries. 

The case studies conducted by IDTechEX Co., on different sectors of the 

economy in the world are shown in the table below. (Harrop, P., 2004) 
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Table 6-4 -  Number of Case Studies by application 
Application Case studies Percentage 
Retail/consumer goods 330 23.6% 
Land & sea logistics/postal 109 7.8% 
Airlines & airports 55 3.9% 
Healthcare 82 5.9% 
Animals & farming 58 4.1% 
Books/libraries/archiving 56 4.0% 
Manufacturing 62 4.4% 
Leisure/sports 194 13.9% 
Laundry 9 0.6% 
Financial/security/safety 196 14.0% 
Military 25 1.8% 
Passenger 
transport/automotive 220 15.7 

Other 4 0.3% 
           Source: RFID Wizards Inc  
 

Conclusion. 

The WebSphere RFID Solution middleware is the basic structure of IBM’s 

solutions, to provide the care infrastructure for connecting RFID devices into 

enterprise business systems. The System Management Domain allows customers to 

start the RFID and maintenance of the systems, as well as the capability to remotely 

deploy and manage applications in a distributed environment, as well as remotely 

monitoring, configuring or updating software and firmware.  

The Security and Privacy Management is an essential part of the IBM’s RFID 

architecture and as the RFID becomes an integral part of the enterprise wide data 

management system, IT systems must be resistant to security and privacy breaches, 

while at the same time proving the ability for a customer to extend their existing 

security infrastructure to the reader level without compromising the network. 

The SAP RFID technology allows companies to bring together the loop 

between acquiring data and converting it to meaningful information, as well as 

automating all associated transaction and processes. 

The NetWeaver platform from SAP is a solution for the integration of RFID 

into their existing information technology platform. There are two main 
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functionalities supported by SAP RFID platform: 

1.Supply chain execution 

2.Enterprise asset management 

The mySAP SCM is the SAP solution to Warehouse management. 

In the Distribution and Logistics, the company Sun’s Industry Solution 

Architecture is an end-to-end architecture for using RFID technology for warehouse 

management and advancement shipment notification. 
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Introduction 

Up to this date where the new Identification Tool, EPC/RFID, has been 

applied and implemented in various industries, is has proven itself to be one the most 

developed technological advancement since the beginning of 21st century. Some 

people wonder whether this technology is a revolution in technological advancement 

or an evolution in technology. It is clear that that this is an evolution more than 

revolution in technology. As time goes by, the new methods of Identification Tools 

such as EPC/RFID will replace the Bar Codes (this is not going to happen over night) 

and this is a fact. 

EPC/RFID technology in supply chain is ready to take advantage of what is 

believed will be a booming market worldwide. The tiny electronic silicon microchip 

or a tag is placed in products, shipping containers, and merchandise pallets which 

carry Electronic Product Code (EPC) that can uniquely identify that item. The 

EPC/RFID tags will hold more data than Bar Code used worldwide in all industries 

today. A Bar Code can only tell the scanner that a can of beans is only a can of beans. 

But, an EPC/RFID will hold far greater data than just that; it can identify which 

specific can of beans it is, which batch it came from, where it was produced, and all 

the stages it went through in the supply chain. Dependence of the microchip silicon 

(transponder or tag) to radio wave technology makes tags possible to be read either in 

harsh climatic conditions, inside a crate or a truck. The hope is that with the ability to 

track such data, retailers will have better inventory control and will be more likely not 

to have overstocked one product when running short of some other one.    

7.1 RFID in Healthcare Centers  

The usage of RFID in hospitals as an identification tool is on its way to take 

over the old traditional identification tool the Bar Code. Even though Bar code has 

placed itself in all industries up to this time, it will be as a number one Automatic 

Identification tool well into the future. It will be used as complementary tool next to 

EPC/RFID. As it is very obvious that Bar Codes do not intend to pull back and let 

RFID take over, they have been around for nearly thirty years. Bar Codes have settled 

in very well as an organized numbering system. One of the interesting aspects of this 

technology is that most companies in the Developing Countries are just finding the 
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importance of Automatic Identification Capture Technology as an identification tool 

for manufacturing of products, in supply chain, and with the retailers.    

For example, it is to your benefit to visit one of the hospital equipped with the 

RFID system. In case of a new born baby, the RFID can help the hospitals is tracking 

the baby from the labor room to the time of discharge from hospital. RFID helps to 

keep the baby and the mother together, even when at all time during their stay in 

hospital. A special tag is attached to baby's ankle at birth; the same tag with a specific 

frequency is given to baby's mother. This sort of tagging both the mother and the baby 

helps to match the baby with the right mother. Also, if someone beside the mother 

tries to remove the baby out of the room then the alarm will notify the hospital and all 

of the doors will be locked simultaneously. This system has been experimented in 

many parts of the world hospitals, successfully. Cases such this can be implemented 

in hospitals in order to serve the patients more accurately, faster, and better then 

before. The new technology will reduce the time of attending the patient either by the 

doctor or the nurse appointed to the patient. 

7.1.1 Databases in Healthcare Centers: 

As it happens, data collection seems to have the first saying in any automatic 

data capture systems. In Healthcare Centers, if you do not have the correct necessary 

background information about a very critical ill patient then assigning the proper 

treatment for that patient is almost impossible. This is an era of information. Data 

collection about a certain patient in a hospital is of vital importance. Databases will 

play important role at the time of an emergency where the patient is unconscious. 

Using the EPC/RFID technology within Healthcare Centers has a far greater 

advantages over the present Automatic Data Capture technology namely Bar Codes. 

EPC/RFID makes any information from any databases HIS (Hospital Information 

System) available throughout the Healthcare Centers globally. That is for any 

healthcare organization that has direct access to Internet.  EPC/RFID is one of the 

unknown phenomena that came to aid Healthcare Industry within past three years. As 

the matter of fact this is one of the first and biggest breakthroughs that this industry 

could get its hands on.  One of the best usages of this technology is with the 

pharmaceutical companies. 
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7.2 Systems and Software  

Several companies involved at the moment with the RFID infrastructure and 

Asset Tracking systems have all recently produced noticeable advances. Some of 

those have been discussed in the next paragraphs. 

7.2.1 Sun Microsystems  

Sun Microsystems has produced a physical asset-tracking system based on 

RFID. Initially Sun is targeting the IT departments and hospitals, retail and 

manufacturing industries. The company has tested its system internally at Sun 

Tradeshow Equipment Distribution Center in Milpitas, Calif., as well as at the Sun 

Shared Lab Facility in Newark, Calif. 

The company has placed RFID tags in more that 10,000 computers and other 

pieces of equipment in a data center, some of the equipments involved are quite 

valuable. 

According to the company, the system will help to locate misplaced equipment 

and gauging the demand for the popularity of various products more effectively. Also, 

at the Shared Lab, Sun's RFID division is collaborating with IT Operations to 

combine the new physical asset tracking system with Sun's existing IT management 

product which is used for auditing network-attached hardware and software assets.  

(Sun Microsystems, 2005) 

7.2.2 Sensitech 

Sensitech has been active with the RFID-enabled temperature monitoring 

system for sometime. Their latest product is the "ColdStream Plant to Shelf", which is 

a system that brings RFID-enabled temperature monitoring for the cold stream, a 

supply chain for perishable goods. Unlike the previous versions of the temperature 

thermometers for in-transit use, the new versions work with the assistance of RFID. 

Now the food suppliers and supermarkets can get an accurate reading of food 

temperatures throughout the distribution process of the food. This is especially useful 
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when making sure the food items have survived the transportation and distribution all 

the way to the customer. 

The Cold-Stream system called the ColdStream PTS is system of Sensitech's 

TempTale, a mesh of RFID- enabled monitoring devices. There are other parts of the 

system such providing RSS feeds which will enable better and more user friendly 

view of the system. For example the Cold Chain Visibility Server is a web-based 

hosted database application for reporting, querying and analyzing temperature 

information and the efficiency of food distribution processes. If temperature start to 

move beyond the limits, food distributors and retailers can be alerted by rules-driven 

alarms. (Jacqueline Emigh, 2005 ) 

7.2.3 SAP  

The SAP company is developing a middleware framework to enable 

companies to integrate RFID from reader devices with enterprise software 

architectures. The company further plans to add a based web service to its Master 

Data Management module, enabling businesses to view RFID-associated data. The 

company's present product is called "Auto-ID Infrastructure".  

The “Auto-ID Infrastructure”, is a stand-alone middleware that can be 

deployed with or without an SAP back end. For example, included in Auto-ID 

Infrastructure is a visibility portal and an event management application. The portal 

lets users view any Auto-ID information tracking, out-of-stock, read dates and data 

accuracy rates.  

The event manager helps users model expected RFID events, track and trace 

inventory moving through a supply chain, and analyze RFID data. 

The company will offer shipping and receiving processes with Auto-ID 

Infrastructure. These are scan-based tracking of RFID-tagged pallets, and Outbound 

Tracking, to enable users to track shipments to customers. (Renee Boucher Ferguson, 

2003) 
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7.2.4 Nokia    

The company Nokia, has developed an RFID kit as part of the Nokia Field 

Force Solution based on RFID technology. This is a solution that allows further 

integration of tasks and service team work flow in the field. The company is targeting 

security, utilities, health care, and government branches to increase the efficiency of 

field personnel. According to the company there are many applications of this 

technology in repair, maintenance, asset management, time, meter reading and work 

completion reporting.  

The companies can benefit by increasing effectiveness of workflow 

management of their operations with this new solution. They can support real-time 

enterprise by allowing high visibility on delivered services, and reduce cost of field 

services while improving quality. 

A unique benefit of the Nokia Field Force Solution is that it allows easy 

interaction with field activities by sending real-time information like location, work 

time or task status from the field to the office. In addition, it can be used for receiving 

service instructions or work assignments in the field. The information exchange starts 

by simply touching the RFID tag placed on objects, for example assets, billboards, 

meters or other equipment, with the Nokia RFID enabled phone. The data is then sent 

via text message or GPRS data as real-time exchange with the Nokia Local 

Interactions Server and the company's systems. 

The full Nokia Field Force Solution enables real-time, two-way interaction 

between the client software, Nokia Local Interactions Server and a company's existing 

back-office systems, such as work scheduling, task management or information 

databases. The solution consists of the J2EE based software product, the Nokia Local 

Interactions Server and client software, which work together with the Nokia Mobile 

RFID Kit for the Nokia 5140 phone and RFID tags. 

The Nokia Mobile RFID Kit is available through the local Nokia mobile 

device resellers in the Europe as well as in the US. The Nokia Mobile RFID Kit 

includes two Nokia Xpress-on(TM) RFID reader shells for the Nokia 5140 phone, 

which is available separately. (Nokia, 2005 ) 
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Conclusion 

This new technological identification tool, EPC/RFID, can have a great impact in 

medical industry in Iran. When considering the existing hard conditions within the 

healthcare centers especially in hospitals and pharmaceuticals companies against drug 

counterfeiters the use of this technology can reduce the number of wrong doings, 

hence it is strongly recommended for Iranian Healthcare Organization. Due to the 

present circumstances which exist in hospitals, discharging the critical patients earlier 

than the expected time is common through out the world, because of lack of space or 

bed in Healthcare Facilities. This kind of problem had existed within hospitals for 

many years now, and it is not a new problem. As the matter of the fact, the situation is 

worsening in those hospitals that are short of space. Therefore, it is best recommended 

and well advised that for the well being of the critical patients upon the time of 

discharge from hospital, to be traced at all times.  It is hence a good practice that 

every critically ill patient be given a special card with the RFID tag attached to it upon 

the time of discharge from the hospital. It must work in the following way, that a 

small battery powered reader is designed and attached to the mobile set of the critical 

patient, for instance, senior citizens, patients using heavy new experimental drug, the 

person who has Alzheimer, or has gone a severe surgery. He/she will be given an 

especial RFID tag attached to a card with an identification code which corresponds to 

all related medical records of that patient and his/her well being and whereabouts 

upon the time of discharge from the hospital.  Any time when the patient health is in 

danger or in a very critical condition, by pressing the tagged card, the RFID tag with 

the aid of reader attached to the mobile set will notify the hospital and his/her doctor 

will be notified of what the critical conditions he/she is in, and the patient can easily 

be located and tracked through the mobile set by the aid of GPS.  
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Throughout this thesis, the importance of Automatic Identification like Bar 

Codes and different terminologies, applications and functionalities of using 

EPC/RFID in different industries such as in supply chain management, Automotive 

Industry and Healthcare Centers, has been explained. Next, it becomes necessary to 

answer the question mentioned at the beginning, “Why is there a need for 

manufacturer to track their product with RFID? Or what is the use of EPC/RFID in 

distribution chain management? ” Second Question is "How can hospitals, 

pharmaceuticals, and healthcare institutes use EPC/RFID technology?"  

Manufacturers need this in order to know where their manufactured products 

are, and where they are going. They will actually track their product up to the time 

when it is handed over to the end user, hence added income for the company.  

Its usage within the Healthcare Industry is enormous. The use of RFID 

technology in this industry will reduce medical errors; new born babies will not be 

missing from hospitals any more, attending a patient with the wrong dosage of drug 

will be meaningless; pharmaceutical benefit from this technology as well, there will 

be no more drug counterfeiters.   

When we look at the applications, the technology enables citizens to use; there 

are numerous reasons to implement the technology in proper locations where the 

individuals will benefit. After looking at the issues surrounding the implementation of 

EPC/RFID, there seems to be few issues which have to be solved by international 

organizations before the wide-spread implementation of this technology.  

Up to now, there seems to be little problem in using this new and immature 

technology without a set of international standard. Many industries are already 

preparing to adopt this technology as a means to manufacture products more 

efficiently, which means extra revenue. Most industrial manufacturers in the world are 

either using this technology or are considering equipping their facilities with it. A few 

examples are in logistics, airlines, aircraft manufacturers, and healthcare industries. Its 

usage is becoming more popular in Automotive Industries. 

There are some issues that need to be worked on before the implementation of 

this technology in the country. Some of these issues are described below. 
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Within the technology, there are several areas that need further development. 

Unless there is standardization of radio frequencies on a global basis, the effectiveness 

of the technology will be limited to only within the geography utilizing the same 

frequencies. In addition to this, the manufacturers of the transponders or tags 

(microchip silicon) and the required readers need to be standardized so that there 

would be no interference on transmission or reception of signals. Further issues 

include the fact that the signal can easily be blocked. This issue is an important one to 

take under consideration if this technological application is to be used in major 

industries around the world.  

The use of this newly found technology in Healthcare Industry and in 

Automotive as the model shows is remarkabl. For example in Automotive Industry, it 

will help in eliminating human intervention in recording the process of assembling 

Automobiles which itself is a messy process, prevention of theft from the storage, 

manufacturing just-in-time product for delivery. In Healthcare Industry tracking key 

personals within the vicinity of hospitals, minimizing the number of medical errors 

which is number one killer of critical patients, attending to the patients with the right 

drug, dosage, and at the right time, allowing only specialized personal to have access 

to the medicine cabinet, and the most important functions of this technology is to 

prevent the counterfeit drug and even out of date drug to ever enter a hospital. In 

Pharmaceutical Companies, the technology is used to prevent the counterfeiters from 

flooding the market with the fake drugs.  

However, there are numerous concerns of using EPC/RFID when dealing with 

people. This technology, although it has been used for several years in some sectors of 

the world economy such as automotive industries, toll highways, and in tracking 

animals in the farms, is still relatively immature. There has not been sufficient time to 

study the real effect of having of this technology for long periods of time. While a few 

manufacturers, suppliers, retailers are willing and are using the new technology, it will 

be only after years of successful implementation that the larger population may 

consider using EPC/RFID as an identification tool.  

Also, some social issues related to this technology, specifically around the 

access to a common master database are raised. Unless there are some demonstrable 

evidence that personal information will not be jeopardized, people will be reluctant to 
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comply with the usage of this technology. People have come to expect some certain 

level of privacy and security of their personal information, and belongings in Iranian 

culture. This will be a difficult barrier for many to overcome, if this technology is ever 

to be used in supply chain or any other sectors in Iran. 

And the role of government is not always the deliverer of services. The 

governments have the tendency to place themselves in business side that should be 

left in the hands of the citizens and private businesses. 

RFID is the state of art technology. Its role in various stages of supply chain 

has proven that this system, and after Bar Codes, is the most reliable identification 

tool for tracking and tracing anything that moves or is idle at some point in time. As it 

was mentioned in the body of this chapter the applications of RFID are endless. The 

great success of this technology has proven this in different sectors of the economy, 

and several pilot projects performed on the functionalities was recorded with 99% 

efficiency. Its use in supply chain, retailers, libraries, highway toll, automotive 

industry, hospitals, is a fine indication of how well this technology is suited for any 

situation. Retailers are discovering humongous advantages of this technology in their 

supply chain, such as Wal-Mart that finds the technology very useful at most of its 

branches. This technology will save money, time and lives.  

It is time for healthcare industry in Iran to start using this technology (which is 

at use in most developed countries now in their healthcare industry). The EPC/RFID 

system has proven to be the most valuable tool in fighting drug counterfeiters. This 

technology can be used in all sectors of healthcare industry; Exavera has shown how 

this could be done. 

It is to the best interest of healthcare industry in Iran to see and actually 

experiment the implementation of this accurate and precious technology. The 

governments need to continue their role as a controlling body, providing guidance and 

leadership as they relate to the laws surrounding the technologies being proposed.  

There are valuable resources in Iran that is worth looking into, and the ability 

to create and implement a global network where the option of implementing any of 

the mentioned applications becomes feasible. The example of the Supply Chain 
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Industries communicating with a network that communicates with a global network 

has a reasonable chance of becoming a reality; but not before at least a decade. To 

facilitate the creation of such a technology in Iranian industries, there should be focus 

at implementing any relevant technology infrastructure into their plans.  

In the end, it is stressed that Iranian enterprises and public in general should 

look at ways to improve the infrastructure and public knowledge in all sectors of the 

economy on Automatic Data Capture such as Bar Codes, especially in Automotive 

Industries and Healthcare Centers such hospitals and pharmaceuticals of RFID 

technology and to implement the infrastructure to enable more flexible applications of 

EPC/RFID technology in the future.  
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Recommendation for future research 
1. As an Automatic Identification tool, how will the Iranian public respond to the 

usage of EPC/RFID with their daily life?  

2.  How will small and medium enterprises (SMEs) cope with EPC/RFID 

technology? Will they ever accept such a technology? 

3. What is the cost of implementing this technology, EPC/RFID, in a nation 

which prefers to live traditionally?  

4.  Considering the high cost of implementation of this technology who should 

be the prime sponsor of this technology in the country? 

5. Considering the fact that the usage of an Automatic Identification System such 

as RFID, among all the others, is a must for healthcare industry world wide, 

then why are most nations ignoring such systems, including Iran? 
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Abbreviations   
1. ADC : Automatic Data Capturing such as Bar Codes and EPC/RFID 

2. AMR : A research center in America  

3. Auto-ID Center : The Auto-ID center was an industry funded program 

founded in October 1999 by UCC, MIT, Proctor & Gamble and Gillette. It 

was replaced in the autumn of 2003 by Auto ID labs and the EPCglobal 

organization. 

4. Bar Codes: An array of symbols(bars and spaces) corresponding data on 

products that could be scanned easily by machines to communicate data 

about the product or shipping container to which it is attached. 

5. EAN International : A global organization in identification and e-      

Commerce that manages and provides standards for the unique and non-

ambiguous identification and communication of products, transport units, 

assets, and locations 

6. EAN-UCC System: The EAN-UCC System offers multi-sector solutions 

to improve business efficiency and productivity. The system is co-

managed by EAN international and the Uniform Code Council. Now 

called GS1 (General Specification One) 

7. EAS: Electronic Article Surveillance is an anti-theft device, with no ID, 

and only announce the presence when passing through an antenna field. 

8. EDI : Electronic Data Interchange is a computer to computer transmission 

of information between trading partners in the supply chain. the data is 

organized into specific standard, file formats and transactions sets 

following specific guidelines     

9. EPC : Electronic Product Code is a coding scheme , developed by Auto-Id 

Center uniquely identifies and individual item 

10. FDA: Food and Drug Administration of America 

11. EPCglobal™ : This new entity is a joint venture between the Uniform 

Code Council and EAN International approved in September 2003 to serve 

as a registry for the electronic product code (EPC)  to administer standards 

related to the codes, and to direct the implementation of commercialization 

of EPC vision and the EPC network 
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12. GCI :  Global Commerce Initiative 

13. GDS : Global Data Structure 

14. GS1 : A joint organization of EAN and UCC, carrying the functions of Bar 

Codes. It is also working on the implementation of EPC/RFID around the 

world. It is located at Washington Dc, America. 

15. GTIN :  Global Trade Identification Number, a term used to describe the 

entire family of EAN.UCC data structures for trade item identification 

16. IP : Internet Protocol 

17.  ONS : Object Name Service is a system for looking up unique EPCs and 

pointing computers to information about the item associated with code. 

ONS is similar to domain name system, which directs computers to sites 

on the Internet  

18. P2P E-Commerce : Peer-to-Peer is an online file sharing business strategy  

19. PML : Physical Markup Language is a method of describing products in a 

way that computers can understand, PML is based on the widely accepted 

eXtensible markup language used to share data over the internet in a 

format all computers can use 

20. RFID : Radio Frequency Identification is a method of identifying items 

using radio waves.  The big advantage over Bar Code technology is that 

lasers must see a barcode to read it. Radio waves do not require direct line-

of sight and can pass through materials, such as cardboard and plastic 

21. RFID readers: They are devices that emit radio waves and listen for the 

tags to respond back with their data and vice versa 

22. RFID TAGS: Passive and Active tags.  Passive tags have no power source 

of their own since they depend on the tag's antenna to draw power from the 

reader; its distance is approximately three to five meters from the reader. 

Active tags use battery to emit RF signal carrying identifying information. 

They are larger, more expensive and have a shorter operational life than 

passive tags. 

23. ROI : Return On Investment 

24. UCC: Uniform Code Council is a US member organization of EAN 

International. It jointly manages the EAN•UCC system and is a partner in 

managing the EPCglobal™ organization 
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25. UPC : Universal Product Code is a bar-coding and numbering system of 

North America developed in the late 1960s and early 1970s by the U.S. 

food and grocery industry and used for product identification of consumer 

items that are typically scanned at a retail point-of-sale 

26. URL :  Uniform Resource Locator is a unique address of a file that can be 

accessed over the Internet 

27. MAD: Mifare®  Application Identifier  
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